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A FAREWELL TO VIROLOGY
(EXPERT EDITION)

ABSTRACT

Virology invented the virus model but has consistently failed to fulfil its own requirements. It is claimed that viruses cause disease after transmitting between hosts such as humans and yet the scientific evidence for these claims is missing. One of virology’s greatest failures has been the inability to obtain any viral particles directly from the tissues of organisms said to have “viral” diseases. In order to obfuscate this state of affairs, virologists have resorted to creating their own pseudoscientific methods to replace the longstanding scientific method, as well as changing the dictionary meaning of words in order to support their anti-scientific practices. For instance, an “isolated” isolate does not require the physical existence of the particles in order to be afforded “isolation” status.

A viral particle must fulfil defined physical and biological properties including being a replication-competent intracellular parasite capable of causing disease in a host such as a human. However, “viruses” such as SARS-CoV-2 are nothing more than phantom constructs, existing only in imaginations and computer simulations. In this paradigm, cases of invented diseases like COVID-19 are nothing more than the detection of selected genetic sequences and proteins purported to be “viral.” The existence of a virus is not required in this loop of circular reasoning and thus entire “pandemics” can be built upon digital creations and falsely sustained through in vitro (“test tube”) molecular reactions.

This essay contains three parts. Part One outlines some of the history of virology and the failures of the virologists to follow the scientific method. The many and far-reaching claims of the virologists can all be shown to be flawed due to: (a) the lack of direct evidence, and (b) the invalidation of indirect “evidence” due to the uncontrolled nature of the experiments. The examples provided cover all major aspects of the virological fraud including alleged isolation, cytopathic effects, genomics, antibodies, and animal pathogenicity studies. Part Two examines the fraud used to propagate the COVID-19 “pandemic.” A breakdown of the methodology relied upon by the original inventors Fan Wu et al., shows how the fictional SARS-CoV-2 was “created” through anti-scientific methods and linguistic sleights of hands. It is part of an ongoing deception where viruses are claimed to exist by templating them against previous “virus” templates. Using SARS-CoV-2 as an example, the trail of “coronavirus” genomic templates going back to the 1980s reveals that none of these genetic sequences have ever been shown to come from inside any viral particle — the phylogenetic trees are fantasies. The misapplication of the polymerase chain reaction has propagated this aspect of virology’s fraud and created the ‘cases’ to maintain the illusion of a pandemic. Part Three provides an analysis of how some key participants, “health” institutions, and the mainstream media maintain the virus illusion through information control and narratives that parrot virology’s claims. By way of happenstance, the virological fraud now finds itself front and centre of the COVID-19 fraud. From here, however, it can be critically appraised by those outside virology and the pseudo-scientific paradigm virology has built around itself can finally be dismantled and laid to rest.

The aim of this essay is to provide refutations to various claims that pathogenic viruses exist and cause disease. SARS-CoV-2 has been used as the main example but the principles apply to all alleged viruses. What follows addresses virology’s often arcane literature on its own terms, which, it should be said, may make parts of this essay somewhat heavy reading. However, it is hoped that this contribution will fill a niche for the reader seeking a more technical understanding of the virus hypothesis as it seeks to expose the very foundation of purported pandemics and fraudulent medical practices. The threat of virology to humanity is increasing so it is time we bid farewell to these destructive pseudoscientific practices and free ourselves from unnecessary fears.
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PART ONE

SARS-COV-2 NOT FOUND

Perhaps the primary evidence that the pathogenic viral theory is problematic is that no published scientific paper has ever shown that particles fulfilling the definition of viruses have been directly isolated and purified from any tissues or bodily fluids of any sick human or animal. Using the commonly accepted definition of “isolation”, which is the separation of one thing from all other things, there is general agreement that this has never been done in the history of virology. — Dr Thomas Cowan et al., The “Settling the Virus Debate” Statement, 2022.¹

As of 11 September 2022 and following extensive enquiries through Freedom of Information (FOI) requests coordinated by Christine Massey, not one of 209 mainly health or science institutions in over 35 countries have been able to provide direct evidence of the alleged SARS-CoV-2 virus.² The institutions were asked to produce any documents demonstrating, “the purification of ‘SARS-CoV-2’ said to have caused disease in humans (via maceration, filtration, and use of an ultracentrifuge; also referred to at times by some people as ‘isolation’), directly from a diseased human...” On many occasions, following an admission that no such evidence is held, institutions such as the New Zealand Ministry of Health then suggest that, “there are several examples of the virus being isolated and cultured in a laboratory setting.”³ However, the examples referred to are universally tissue culture proxy experiments, in which the word ‘isolation’ has become detached from its understood meaning and it has not been demonstrated that any particle, imaged or imagined, has the properties of a disease-causing virus. In any case, it is a distraction from the wider issue exposed by the FOI requests, which is that particles claimed to be viruses can never be found in human subjects. Virology has made excuses for this missing evidence but even allowing for this embarrassing deficiency, it is running out of places to hide as its various methodologies are increasingly scrutinised by those outside the field. This essay outlines the many aspects of virology’s anti-science that have been employed to maintain the illusion that pathogenic viruses exist. The situation has become increasingly dangerous and since early 2020, the COVID-19 “pandemic” has been used as a Trojan horse to bring humanity to its knees.


The density gradient centrifugation is the scientifically required standard technique for the demonstration of the existence of a virus. Despite the fact that this method is described in all microbiology manuals as the “virus isolation technique”, it is never applied in experiments meant to demonstrate the existence of pathogenic viruses. — Dr Stefan Lanka, 2015.

The defence of virology’s methodologies is obviously attempted by its promoters, including New Zealand government and state-funded media’s favoured microbiologist Siouxsie Wiles. Her employer, the University of Auckland, is among those institutions who have now confirmed that, “[it] has not done any work relating to the purification of any Covid-19 virus,” and therefore has neither found in, nor isolated from, any human subject the so-called virus named SARS-CoV-2. This associate professor, who advised the country that, “the world is on fire,” in March 2020, was ordained New Zealander of the Year in 2021 for, “helping millions globally see past the fear and complexities of the pandemic...and helping to keep us safe.” In her November 2020 article, “Koch’s postulates, COVID, and misinformation rabbit holes,” Wiles alleged that, “the people asking for evidence of the existence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus responsible for COVID-19 are specifically wording their request to rule out obtaining any evidence that the virus exists.” Her article quickly went off on a tangent about Koch’s Postulates being unsuitable for viruses and she thus declared them as invalid in that context. It is unclear why she did not mention Rivers Postulates, which were designed specifically to include viruses, although perhaps because she would have to admit that these postulates have never been fulfilled either. And while Koch’s Postulates relate to the establishment of disease-causation and contagion, rather than the specific issue of whether viral

---


5 [https://unidirectory.auckland.ac.nz/profile/s-wiles](https://unidirectory.auckland.ac.nz/profile/s-wiles)


7 “Microbiologist Siouxsie Wiles gives advice on preventing coronavirus”, 1News, 16 Mar 2020: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_YVN7KzAhA&t=43s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_YVN7KzAhA&t=43s)

8 Nikki Preston, “Passionate microbiologist Siouxsie Wiles named as New Zealander of the Year”, NZ Herald, 1 Apr 2021: [https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz-passionate-microbiologist-siouxsie-wiles-named-as-new-zealander-of-the-year/](https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz-passionate-microbiologist-siouxsie-wiles-named-as-new-zealander-of-the-year/); “Dr Siouxsie Wiles MNZM”, New Zealander of the Year Awards (undated, accessed 22 May 21), 2: [https://nzawards.org.nz/winners/dr-siouxsie-wiles-mnzm/](https://nzawards.org.nz/winners/dr-siouxsie-wiles-mnzm/). The citation for the award reads as follows: “In the face of considerable criticism – on her authority, on her appearance, on her gender – Siouxsie’s continued to respond to one of the greatest challenges of our time with empathy, innovation and courage, and her work has been seen by millions and even used by governments and organisations as part of their official pandemic communications.”


particles can be found in or from human subjects, she could have simply explained that the virologists have spent much of the 20th century trying to identify viruses directly from sick humans without any success. Wiles then fallaciously introduced Falkow’s Molecular Postulates\textsuperscript{11} into her argument, providing no explanation as to how they could be employed to demonstrate the physical existence of the claimed SARS-CoV-2 in a human or anywhere else.

Awkwardly for Wiles, the World Health Organization (WHO) stated in 2003 that with regard to SARS-CoV-1, “conclusive identification of a causative [agent] must meet all criteria in the so-called ‘Koch’s Postulate [sic].’ The additional experiments needed to fulfil these criteria are currently under way at a laboratory in the Netherlands.”\textsuperscript{12} The WHO’s article was removed from its website without explanation in 2021 but is still able to be accessed through the Internet Archive.\textsuperscript{13} The fanciful claim that Koch’s Postulates were met in 2003 by Fouchier et al. with SARS-CoV-1 has been refuted elsewhere.\textsuperscript{14} Their monkey experiment was not only invalidated by its lack of controls and unnatural exposure route but like all virology publications, they failed to demonstrate a particle that met the definition of a virus. Wiles also appeared to be at odds with Na Zhu et al., one of the first teams that claimed to have discovered SARS-CoV-2, because they conceded that, “although our study does not fulfill Koch’s postulates, our analyses provide evidence implicating 2019-nCoV [later ‘SARS-CoV-2’] in the Wuhan outbreak. Additional evidence to confirm the etiologic significance of 2019-nCoV in the Wuhan outbreak include...animal (monkey) experiments to provide evidence of pathogenicity.”\textsuperscript{15}

— However, whether different virologists want to entertain the validity of Koch’s Postulates or not, it is simply another distraction as the postulates require the physical isolation of a microbe rather than assertions that one exists through means such as computer simulations, imaging vesicles of unknown biological function, or claiming that unpurified biological soups given to animals contain “viruses”.

\textsuperscript{11} Falkow’s Molecular Postulates: “(1) The phenotype or property under investigation should be associated with pathogenic members of a genus or pathogenic strains of a species. (2) Specific inactivation of the gene(s) associated with the suspected virulence trait should lead to a measurable loss in pathogenicity or virulence. (3) Reversion or allelic replacement of the mutated gene should lead to restoration of pathogenicity.” - Stanley Falkow, “Molecular Koch’s Postulates Applied to Microbial Pathogenicity”, Reviews of Infectious Diseases, Jul-Aug 1988: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3055197/

\textsuperscript{12} WHO, “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) - multi-country outbreak - Update 12”, 27 Mar 2003.


Wiles also decided to champion virology’s blatant misuse of the word ‘isolation’ when she stated, “as for using isolation in the every-day sense of the word, rather than the definition that is relevant to the question being asked? Well, that’s just bloody ridiculous and a clear sign these requests for evidence are not being made in good faith.” She appeared to be incredulous that others had pointed out that the definition of a word being used scientifically was unilaterally changed by the virologists to imply a certain proof was obtained. However, if their use of isolation does not mean what most people think it means, then it is likely that most of the public are being misinformed. On this account, Wiles is an active participant in promulgating disinformation, whether it is an act of wilful blindness or otherwise. Wiles needs to show her hand as an expert and explain to the public what the definition of isolation in virology means, in particular with regard to demonstrating the putative existence of viruses. Perhaps she thinks she did explain when she wrote, “when virologists want to isolate a virus from a sample they’ll take the sample or some part of it and add it to some cells – usually ones that are relatively easy to grow in the lab – and then look to see if the cells die and/or if there are any virus particles released into the liquid nutrient bath the cells are growing in.” It is unclear if Wiles is implying that the “virus isolate” is established by: (a) the taking of the sample, (b) seeing some cells die in vitro, (c) the release of claimed “virus particles” in the tissue culture, or (d) all or some combination of these elements. However, nothing she described requires the existence of viruses — it is a game of deception, whether realised or not. It simply involves the assertion that a virus was in the sample, blaming the breakdown of experimentally stressed cells in the test tube on the imagined virus, and then declaring that some of the vesicles (whose biological composition and function were not established) were the viruses. There is a further fatal flaw in this exercise. As this essay will detail, the claims that SARS-CoV-2 has been shown to exist through this methodology are all scientifically invalid as none of the experiments were performed with valid controls.

This is exemplary of how Wiles has acted in her role as one of the key influencers for the New Zealand government’s disinformation campaign and its murderous rollout programme of an injectable product called Comirnaty™ – claiming that non-specific tissue culture experiments verify the existence of the virus when nothing of the kind has been demonstrated. The issue extends beyond just SARS-CoV-2 — every virus asserted to exist relies on similar pseudoscience. The history of virology reveals that the types of cells eventually selected for these experiments


17 Ibid.
have been those that have a propensity to breakdown with the claim of virus-induced ‘cytopathic effects’ (CPEs), rather than those that are, “relatively easy to grow in the lab,” as Wiles claimed in her article. For example, Vero E6 monkey cells\textsuperscript{18} have long been favoured by virologists, supposedly due to their “suitability” to host many viruses, but suspiciously also, because the aneuploid\textsuperscript{19} kidney line is more susceptible to toxic insults from additional ingredients such as the ubiquitous nephrotoxic antibiotics and antifungals added to the culture mix. When one group attempted to culture SARS-CoV-2, they had no desired result with human adenocarcinoma cells (A549), human liver cells (HUH7.0), human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293T), and a big brown bat kidney cell line (EFK3B), but then declared they had a “viral isolate” following the observation of CPEs in Vero E6 cells.\textsuperscript{20} As is typical, there seemed to be no sense of irony for them that the purported human respiratory virus cannot be shown to “infect” the relevant cell type, let alone the relevant species. And their experiments were once again invalidated by the absence of appropriate control cultures.

**WHY ISOLATION MATTERS**

_He who controls the language controls the masses._ — Saul Alinsky\textsuperscript{21}

A further embarrassment for virology is that alleged viral particles that have been successfully purified have not been shown to be replication-competent or disease-causing by themselves. In other words, what have been physically isolated can only be said to be extracellular vesicles (EVs). In May 2020, a publication appeared in the journal *Viruses* that claimed, “nowadays, it is an almost impossible mission to separate EVs and viruses by means of canonical vesicle isolation methods, such as differential ultracentrifugation, because they are frequently co-pelleted due to their similar dimension.”\textsuperscript{22} ‘Nowadays’ means in contrast to the past and it is unclear how such an observed technical change may be reconciled with biological laws. It appears more likely that the virologists are distancing themselves from their own techniques in order to avoid refutation of their own postulates. They may have to accept that the reason differential ultracentrifugation is not able to separate viruses from other vesicles is because their assertion that viruses are present in the

\textsuperscript{18} ATCC, “VERO C1008 [Vero 76, clone E6, Vero E6]”: https://www.atcc.org/products/crl-1586

\textsuperscript{19} Aneuploidy means the presence of an abnormal number of chromosomes in a cell.

\textsuperscript{20} Jennifer Harcourt, et al., “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient with Coronavirus Disease, United States”, *Emerging Infectious Diseases*, June 2020: https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0516_article


\textsuperscript{22} Flavia Giannessi, et al., “The Role of Extracellular Vesicles as Allies of HIV, HCV and SARS Viruses”, *Viruses*, 22 May 2020: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7291340/
sample is ill-founded.

The virologists are clearly distracting from the foundational issue of isolation as they have been unable to deliver on this front. Instead of addressing the problem honestly and scientifically, they have obfuscated the language. In 2017, The Perth Group pointed out in their *magnum opus*, “HIV - a virus like no other” that, “in virology, while purification retains its everyday meaning, ‘isolation’ is an expediential term virologists assign to data they claim are proof a particular virus exists.”²³ In other words, it is convenient and practical but with regard to the claims that are made and the subsequent actions that are carried out against humanity, it should be viewed as improper and immoral. In the same essay, The Perth Group documented the following examples of virologists adapting the scientific language, as suited, for their own purposes:

*HIV expert Jay Levy defines virus isolation as a "sample of a virus from a defined source", White and Fenner as the ability to "identify a totally unforeseen virus, or even discover an entirely new agent". Montagnier and Weiss as "propagating them [viruses] in cells in culture". The 2013 sixth edition of Fields Virology defines isolation as "Viruses can be isolated from an infected host by harvesting excreted or secreted material, blood, or tissue and testing for induction of the original symptoms in the identical host, or induction of some abnormal pathology in a substitute host, or in a cell culture...Once the presence of a virus has been established, it is often desirable to prepare a genetically pure clone". It goes without saying that if virus isolation is to "take a sample of a virus from a defined source", or "propagating them in cells in culture", one first must have proof the virus exists in "a defined source" or "in cells in culture". Neither is virus isolation "induction of some abnormal pathology" or "once the presence of a virus has been established".*²⁴

It is a travesty that this state of affairs exists and the grossly misleading practice renders virology’s many claims of isolation as unsubstantiated. But do the virologists themselves offer any explanation for their relentless abuse of the English language? In 2021, veteran virologist Professor Vincent Racaniello explained, even with regard to the definition of fundamental terms such as ‘isolate’ that, “what happens is you’re trained in someone’s laboratory and you hear them say things and you associate a meaning with them and that’s what you do, and they may or may not


²⁴ Ibid.
be right.”\textsuperscript{25} In the same presentation, Racaniello himself didn’t appear to notice a problem with his own definition of what are supposed to be scientific terms when he went on to say, “an isolate is a virus that we have isolated from an infected host and we have propagated that in culture.”

Ironically, in a 2015 article, regarding appropriate scientific terminology and the word ‘transfection’,\textsuperscript{26} Racaniello stated, “if you view the English language as a dynamic means of communication that continually evolves and provides words with new meanings, then this incorrect use of transfection probably does not bother you. But scientists must be precise in their use of language, otherwise their ability to communicate will be impaired.”\textsuperscript{27} An analysis of Racaniello’s presentation on viral isolation and the misuse of language in science has been dealt with previously by Dr Samantha Bailey in, “The Truth About Virus Isolation.”\textsuperscript{28} It is illustrative of the problem where multiple generations of virologists appear trapped in a world of semantic circular reasoning, albeit with differing degrees of insight.

Virology invented the hypothesis of viruses so whatever method it employs in an attempt to prove their existence, it must satisfy that definition. At the heart of the matter is a simple concept and we need to see evidence that alleged disease-causing particles cause new particles that are clones of the former. Claiming that detected proteins and nucleic acids are of a specific viral origin is not possible unless the alleged viral particles have been truly isolated by purification and shown to have these key biological characteristics. As outlined by The Perth Group in, “HIV - a virus like no other,” purification is necessary to prove the existence of viruses for several reasons, including the following:

1. \textit{Viruses replicate only in living cells. Since cells and viruses are composed of the same biochemical constituents, separation of particles from cellular material is essential for defining which nucleic acid and proteins belong to the virus particles.}

2. \textit{To prove the particles are infectious. In other words, it is particles, not other factors, that are responsible for the production of new particles. This requires purification of both sets of particles.}

\textsuperscript{25} Vincent Racaniello, “Virus isolates, variants, strains - what are they?”, Vincent Racaniello, 2 Mar 2021: \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2G2bWJAef0&t=75s}

\textsuperscript{26} “Transfection is a process of introducing nucleic acid into eukaryotic cells using various chemical or physical methods”, from \textit{Comprehensive Biotechnology}, 2nd edition, Elsevier, 2011.

\textsuperscript{27} Vincent Racaniello, “What does transfection mean?”, \textit{Virology blog}, 12 Feb 2015: \url{https://www.virology.ws/2015/02/12/what-does-transfection-mean/}

3. To demonstrate their biological and pathological effects.
4. To obtain antigens (proteins) and nucleic acids for use in antibody and genomic tests respectively.²⁹

Although less common, virologists will sometimes obfuscate the meaning of ‘purification’ as well. On 23 May 2022, Belgian Professor of Virology Marc Van Ranst³⁰ claimed that with regard to SARS-CoV-2, “in another article (https://europepmc.org/article/pmc/pmc7122600) they have further purified the virus by ultracentrifugation in beta-cyclodextrin.”³¹ Van Ranst was referring to a 2008 paper that described, “large-Scale preparation of UV-Inactivated SARS coronavirus virions,” which related to the purported SARS-CoV-1 virus.³² However, this paper simply outlines a protocol claiming to purify virions and there is no part of the paper that demonstrated the existence of any replication-competent particle — all that was shown were some low quality images purporting to show “infected” Vero E6 cells. (See next section regarding ‘cytopathic effects’.) With regard to the “check of purified virions” following centrifugation, no images were provided but the claim was made that, “the concentration of purified virions is determined by BCA [bicinchoninic acid] assay with BSA [bovine serum albumin] as a standard.” This was an unfounded conclusion as the BCA assay simply measures the total concentration of protein in a solution — the technique is unable to provide evidence that there are any “virions” present in a sample.

Figure 1 below is an image purporting to show purified “bat SARS-like coronavirus” virions and was published in Nature in 2013 — the caption explains why such a declaration is ludicrous. (The convenient variation in particle size is apparently because, “[coronaviruses] usually have a diameter, excluding projections, of between 80 and 120 nm, although in extreme cases the diameter can vary between 60 and 220 nm.”³³) Likewise, the claim in Van Ranst’s cited paper that, “it is better to confirm the amount of virion by 10% SDS-PAGE,”³⁴ is just as erroneous as this is simply a gel electrophoresis process to separate out proteins by their molecular mass — it cannot provide evidence that the proteins belong to a virus. Van Ranst also stated, “we can already detect

---

³⁰ “Marc Van Ranst”, Wikispooks: https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Marc_Van_Ranst
³⁴ Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate-PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
the viral RNA in clinical samples. We can complete the viral genome decipher. We can grow the virus in cell culture and inoculate it into animal models and induce disease.”

It is unknown whether Van Ranst appreciated that the uncontrolled methodologies being employed in all such experiments do not provide the required evidence for any “virus.” So, when Van Ranst made the claim that, “no scientist doubts the existence of SARS-CoV-2,” it makes one wonder whether the virologists will now have to change the definition of ‘scientist’ to maintain the delusive practices?

Van Ranst was not the only virologist making claims about purifying viruses though. In response to an email enquiry, Dr Marica Grossegesse from the Robert Koch Institute responded that, “we purified SARS particles by density gradient. However, just from the cell culture derived virus, as you

---


36 Ibid.

37 https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marica-Grossegesse
wrote. The challenge with purifying SARS from patient samples is that you won’t get a visible band.” Apart from the imprecise terminology in substituting the name of a syndrome (‘SARS’ is severe acute respiratory syndrome) for a postulated virus, no further evidence was supplied as to how these claims were established. Presumably, Grossegesse is also using the definitions of “purification” and “virus” as depicted in Figure 1? In any case, when pressed for further details about how the experiments were controlled she responded, “we are not allowed to share any protocols with a private person. I can only refer to our publications, where infection experiments are described in detail.” It appears that ‘detail’ has taken on a different meaning as well, as the publications failed to disclose the straightforward answers concerning controls being sought.

The area of isolation is one of the domains where virology is completely unhinged and as this essay will outline, SARS-CoV-2 remains nothing more than a hypothetical computer construct, assembled from genetic fragments of unproven provenance. There has never been a physically isolated (i.e. purified) particle shown to be responsible for the production of identical particles or a particle shown to be the cause of pathological effects in any human or in an experimental animal model. Thus, the declaration by virologists such as Van Ranst, along with the WHO and its adherents, that an infectious particle termed ‘SARS-CoV-2’ is causing a disease pandemic is shown to be patent scientific and intellectual fraud.

**WHAT IS VIROLOGY?**

*When startled, the bird will take off and fly around in ever-decreasing circles until it manages to fly up its own backside, disappearing completely, which adds to its rarity.*

— The mythical ‘oozlum bird’.39

It is hard to know exactly what to call virology, but it is not science. The current practitioners are engaging in some form of algorithmic or statistical speculation added to circular reasoning and confirmation bias, with a complete absence of what should be the corresponding process of refutation that lies at the heart of the scientific method. While the abandonment of the scientific method may be unnoticed or accidental by lower level participants, there are almost certainly conspiratorial motivations at higher levels of the global hierarchy. For example, the WHO, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the United Kingdom’s Health Security Agency are all parties


to virology’s deceptive practices, as will be exposed in this essay. However, the anti-scientific practices are replicated in most other countries, whether this relates to claims of virus isolation and the wholesale misapplication of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for clinical diagnostics, or a failure to disclose the crucial control details involved in virus culture and genome creation, which is the focus of much of this essay.

How is it that we test a scientific theory? Karl Popper expressed the centrality of refutation of a theory or hypothesis, thus:

*So it is, I hold, the possibility of overthrowing it, or its falsifiability, that constitutes the possibility of testing it, and therefore the scientific character of a theory; and the fact that all tests of a theory are attempted falsifications of predictions derived with its help, furnishes the clue to the scientific method. This view of the scientific method is corroborated by the history of science, which shows that scientific theories are often overturned by experiments, and that the overthrow of theories is indeed the vehicle of scientific process. The contention that science is circular cannot be upheld.*

It is thus a reasonable question to ask has virology ever been a scientific pursuit? With regard to the scientific method, the virologists create unfalsifiable hypotheses by setting up paradigms where any number of observations, whether it be illness or alleged test results can be attributed to their ‘viruses’. The observations are passed off as proof of virus existence in the manner of a circular loop of reasoning that no longer requires the demonstrable existence of a virus. Any claims of reproducibility, for example, in the form of a PCR process or a purported viral genome, are simply more circuits of the same loop.

Historically, virology has been characterised by a lack of valid control experiments and none of its foundational claims have been established through proper exercise of the scientific method. The first alleged virus to be discovered was the Tobacco Mosaic Virus and one of the proofs for this is said to be contained in Dmitri Ivanovsky’s 1903 treatise *Über die Mosaikkrankheit der Tabakspflanze (About the Mosaic Disease of the Tobacco Plant).* However, it is patently clear that

---
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Ivanovsky’s described experiments lacked any valid control comparisons and were thus unscientific and inconclusive. He even commented that, “this disease finds favourable conditions of existence only in coastal regions. Such a conclusion fully agrees with the above observations concerning the influence of moisture on the development of the disease. Mosaic disease appears to be unique to humid and warm climates.”\(^{43}\) However, as germ theory was developing into the predominant disease-causation ideology at that time, rather than concluding that the Mosaic Disease was caused by environmental conditions, Ivanovsky concluded he had discovered an invisible virus.

It is perhaps tempting to forgive the early pioneers that their uncontrolled and unscientific methodologies were simply typical practices for that era. However, germ theory critic Claude Bernard offered the following insight into the importance of controls when adhering to the scientific method decades earlier in 1865: “If indeed we characterise experiment by a variation or disturbance brought into a phenomenon, it is only in so far as we imply that the disturbance must be compared with the normal state. As experiments indeed are only judgments, they necessarily require comparison between two things; and the intentional or active element in an experiment is really the comparison which the mind intends to make.”\(^{44}\) Bernard was advising the need to have a valid control, or some suitable comparison to ensure it was only the new experimental element that was causing an outcome. Thus, the most charitable we could be is to suggest that perhaps some of the early virus hunters were unaware of the importance of the scientific method in their enthusiastic and unbridled pursuit of invisible enemies.

Moving forward to another early claimed virus discovery, the textbook *Retroviruses* informs us that, “in 1911, Peyton Rous at the Rockefeller Institute in New York reported the cell-free transmission of a sarcoma in chickens...The virus isolated by Rous bears the name of its discoverer: Rous sarcoma virus.”\(^{45}\) However a review of Rous’ paper, “A Sarcoma of the Fowl,”\(^{46}\) reveals that he did not claim to isolate anything, let alone anything that met the definition of a virus. His methodology involved grinding up chicken tumour material, filtering it, and injecting it directly into other chickens with the observation that some of them would also develop tumours. He reported that the “control” experiments consisted of injecting *(unfiltered)* tumour material into chickens.

\(^{43}\) Ibid.


\(^{46}\) Peyton Rous, “A Sarcoma of the Fowl Transmissible by an Agent Separable from the Tumor Cells”, *J Exp Med*, 1 Apr 2022: https://doi.org/10.1084/jem.13.4.397
which tended to result in much larger tumours. Rous postulated the presence of a causative ultramicroscopic organism but conceded that, “an agency of another sort is not out of the question.” Indeed, the experiment failed to provide any evidence of an infectious and replicating particle. It simply showed that diseased tissue introduced by an unnatural and invasive route into another animal could cause it to exhibit a similar disease process.

The claim that in 1925 pathologist William Gye demonstrated Rous had found a virus is also false. He merely asserted that a virus was at work in these experiments and conspicuously stated, “I wish particularly to stress one aspect of the search for the invisible viruses, and that is that the animal test is the final proof of the presence of the organism in an inoculum.” Again, the “final proof” did not involve the actual identification of an infectious organism in the inoculum — it simply demonstrated tumour formation following injection of diseased tissue. Further, it was determined in 1927 that sarcoma of the fowl could be induced by the injection of dilute arsenious acid and foreign embryonic pulp. The carcinogenic effects were also replicated following the equivalent bacteriological filtration that Rous performed and the disease was shown to arise from the foreign tissue, not from the host tissues. The viral hypothesis should have been thrown out but half a century later the establishment kept it alive and rewarded Rous with a Nobel prize in 1966 for, “his discovery of tumour-inducing viruses.”

In 1954, when John Enders and Thomas Peebles claimed they had propagated the measles virus in human and monkey kidneys cells, no further tolerance should have been extended to virology’s unscientific experiments. Enders and Peebles added throat washings and blood to their cell cultures and on observing CPEs, or dying and breaking down cells in their test tubes, concluded that the in vitro appearances, “might be associated with the virus of measles.” They did warn that, “cytopathic effects which superficially resemble those resulting from infection by the measles agents may possibly be induced by other viral agents present in the monkey kidney tissue or by unknown factors,” but went on to inappropriately conclude that, “this group of agents is composed of representatives of the viral species responsible for measles.” Enders and Peebles performed no
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51 Ibid.
control experiments to check whether the culture procedure itself, that is the stressing of the cells in a test tube, would produce the same CPEs, thereby invalidating the evidence for their conclusion. Ideally, several control experiments should have been done: some with no human-derived samples added, some with human-derived samples from well subjects, and some with human-derived samples from unwell subjects, but said not to have measles clinically or some other alleged “viral” condition.

The virologists however, have continued to repeat the uncontrolled methodology of Enders and to this day claim that such CPEs are incontestable evidence of viruses. Dr Stefan Lanka has documented the history of these unscientific practices, and in 2021 demonstrated that CPEs could be induced in cell cultures by the laboratory process itself. The results of Lanka’s experiments are depicted in Figure 2. In many virology publications a control or ‘mock-infected’ experiment is mentioned but the details of such experiments are conspicuous by their absence. A Northwestern University, Illinois webpage states that mock-infected means, “a control used in infection experiments. Two specimens are used, one that is infected with the virus/vector of

![Figure 2. Dr Stefan Lanka's experiments: CPEs (white arrows) were induced by stressing the epithelial cells with passaging and antibiotics. The addition of yeast RNA (4th column) induced even more CPEs. No "viruses" were added and the experiments were performed in triplicate. Source: Stefan Lanka, et al., "Präliminäre Resultate der Kontrollversuche – Die Reaktion primärer humaner Epithelzellen auf stringente Virusamplifikations-Bedingungen widerlegen die Existenzbehauptungen aller Viren und von SARS-CoV-2", 25 Mar 2022: https://coldwelliantimes.com/eilmeldung/kontrollexperiment](https://coldwelliantimes.com/eilmeldung/kontrollexperiment)
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52 Stefan Lanka, “The Virus Misconception”, WISSEnSCHAFFTPLUS magazin, 01/2020, 4.

interest and the other is treated the same way except without the virus.” The definition is already problematic as terms such as ‘virus’ and ‘infected’ have been introduced and thus presumed to exist before being established. In any case, as will become clear, those involved in alleged virus isolation and genome creation are certainly not treating the mock-infected specimen in the same way minus the ‘virus’, and can be disingenuous or blatantly obstructive when pressed to admit this fact.

In June 2022, in response to an Official Information Act (OIA) request concerning the paper, “Characterization of the First SARS-CoV-2 Isolates from Aotearoa New Zealand as Part of a Rapid Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic,” the University of Otago stated, “the paper published by Professor Quiñones-Mateu and colleagues was a descriptive paper...This means there was no hypothesis to prove or disprove.” In a nutshell, the response perhaps unwittingly summarised the wider state of affairs in virology. In 2008, the journal *Infection and Immunity* featured a guest commentary titled, “Descriptive Science” that explained why, “descriptive research by itself is seldom conclusive,” and may simply serve as a starting point to orientate further investigations.

The authors pointed out that, “microbiology and immunology are now experimental sciences and consequently investigators can go beyond simply describing observations to formulate hypotheses and then perform experiments to validate or refute them.” As this essay outlines, the virology establishment will not divulge or carry out these required experiments, seemingly in order not to refute itself. It intentionally limits itself to ongoing opportunistic fishing-expeditions backed by confirmation bias, thus disqualifying itself from the scientific method due to its inconsistency with the hypothesis-driven and falsifiable approach described by Popper.

The author has previously written in a postscript derived from A. F. Chalmers’ book *What is this thing called Science?*, that one of the pivotal issues with virology was that it invented itself as a field before establishing if viruses actually existed. It has been trying to justify itself since its inception:
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54 Northwestern University, Illinois, “mock-infected” definition: https://groups.molbiosci.northwestern.edu/holmgren/Glossary/Definitions/Def-M/mock-infected.html


In this instance, a virus particle was not observed first and subsequently viral theory and pathology developed. Scientists of the mid and late nineteenth century were preoccupied with the identification of imagined contagious pathogenic entities. The observations of the naïve inductionist did not identify a virus a priori, and then set about studying its properties and characteristics. The extant presupposition of the time was that a very small germ particle existed that may explain contagion. What came thereafter arose to fulfil the presuppositional premise.58

Because a scientific theory demands evidence that has repeatedly been tested and corroborated in accordance with the scientific method, it is clear that “viruses” never even reached the stage of a theory.59 According to the science, they remain mere speculation.

VIROLOGY’S LACK OF CONTROLS MEANS IT IS NOT A SCIENTIFIC PURSUIT

OIA requests have revealed that New Zealand’s Institute of Environmental Science and Research (ESR), who have claimed isolation and genomic sequencing of the SARS-CoV-2 particle in the Antipodes, are also guilty of failing to perform any valid controls.60 In the tradition of Enders, they have not paused to check whether the CPEs they witnessed, or genomes they assembled via computer simulations, could also be created in valid control comparisons. That is, by performing experiments with other human-derived specimens, from both well subjects and unwell subjects who are said not to have the alleged disease COVID-19. Instead, ESR described their insufficient “negative control” in which, “the flask undergoes the same conditions as the flasks used for viral culture, however we use Infection media only.”

The central conductor in these anti-scientific pursuits is the WHO. It is very telling that in their 94-page “Genomic sequencing of SARS-CoV-2” document, there is a mere four sentences discussing “control samples:”

6.4.2 Control samples

Negative control samples, such as buffer or water, should always be included in any sequencing run that contains multiple samples. They should be included at the earliest

58 Mark Bailey, “Warnings Signs You Have Been Tricked By Virologists...Again”, 25 Jul 2022: https://drsambailey.com/warnings-signs-you-have-been-tricked-by-virologists-again/

59 Ibid.

stage possible and should proceed with samples through all stages of the sequencing pipeline. This is extremely important to rule out contamination during a sequencing run that occurs in the laboratory or during bioinformatic processing. Positive control samples with known genetic sequences can be useful to validate newly adopted or adapted bioinformatic pipelines for consensus calling, but do not need to be included in every sequencing run.61

However, neither of these controls are sufficient to validate the “genomes” that the virologists are producing through these techniques because they can only serve to calibrate the pipeline. As has become apparent, the WHO cannot point to one valid positive control experiment, yet on February 11, 2020 they named the new disease they had invented, “COVID-19” with the associated claim that it was caused by a novel coronavirus.62 They have provided the green light for anyone around the world to “find” SARS-CoV-2 in their backyards without the need for valid control experiments either. Yet, there is a clear necessity for comparative controls where similar patient samples, but without the alleged virus, are processed in the same way so that only one variable is being tested. Comparing the results of a sample alleged to contain the virus with one of the negative controls described by the WHO’s document above cannot validate the process as the latter samples do not contain the genetic soup that is part of the former. In any case, even on their own terms the negative control referred to by ESR in New Zealand is unable to provide validation of the methodology they are using to create these virus genomes, because as the WHO states, it is simply a precautionary check for contamination.

With all of the failures to culture postulated viruses, modern virology now favours direct metagenomics63 of crude samples, often with shotgun sequencing64 and subsequent artificial

---


63 “Metagenomics” is the study of the structure and function of entire nucleotide sequences isolated and analyzed from all the organisms (typically microbes) in a bulk sample. Metagenomics is often used to study a specific community of microorganisms, such as those residing on human skin, in the soil or in a water sample.” - NIH National Human Genome Research Institute, “Metagenomics”: https://www.genome.gov/genetics-glossary/Metagenomics [accessed 27 Apr 2022]. It is an illegitimate methodology when used by virologists as none of the sequences that are obtained and declared to be “viral” have been shown to come from a virus at any time as this essay will detail.

64 Shotgun sequencing is a method that randomly fragments the DNA in a sample into short segments, for example 150 base pairs in length. These short fragments are sequenced to obtain “reads”. From this point the process relies on sequence assembly software to arrange overlapping reads into “contigs”.
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assembly of these gene fragments to create new in silico65 “viruses” out of thin air. This invention then provides other virus hunters with predesigned PCR primer panels66 so that they can also discover the same sequences and claim it is the same virus. ESR were involved in a publication in which they proclaimed the discovery of SARS-CoV-2 in nine subjects through this methodology.67 They were asked by my colleague to provide, “all details of the control group that was used when comparing the results of sequencing,” but instead of answering the question, the ESR made an excuse about not getting involved in the “generation of new data,” and provided some links to SARS-CoV-2 sequencing protocols.68 If ESR were using such protocols, as detailed on the protocol.io site, then we can see that they are endorsing insufficient controls that are described as, “[a] negative control of nuclease-free water,” while an optional “positive control can also be included which may be a synthetic RNA constructs or high-titre clinical sample which can be diluted.”69 Once again, these types of controls can only serve as pipeline calibration techniques, not the validation or the clinical significance of any “genomes” they assemble.

Despite the resources available to them, ESR apparently do not believe in the necessity to check for themselves whether SARS-CoV-2 can be shown to exist. On 19 July 2022, in response to an OIA request they stated that, “ESR has not performed any experiments to scientifically prove the existence of SARS-COV-2 virus and can therefore not provide you with any records.”70 On 17 August 2022 in response to another request, they admitted that, “ESR has not performed any experiments to scientifically prove that [the] SARS-COV-2 virus causes COVID-19 and can therefore not provide you with any records.”71 Nobody else has performed these required scientific experiments either.

ANIMAL ABUSE AND “ANTIBODY” STUDIES

With the inability to demonstrate the physical isolation of a disease-causing particle that meets the
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65 “In or on a computer: done or produced by using computer software or simulation.”: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/in%20silico


definition of a virus, the virologists have engaged in animal experiments to convince the uninitiated that such pathogenic particles exist. The hallmark of these publications is that they lack valid controls, so even on the unestablished premise that they are handling “viruses,” they reveal another aspect of virology’s anti-science. An illustrative example was the paper, “Comparative pathogenesis of COVID-19, MERS, and SARS in a nonhuman primate model,” published in May 2020 by a team that included Christian Drosten and Ron Fouchier. The nonsense of what was published in Science can be summarised as follows:

1. The eight cynomolgus monkeys in the experiments were, “inoculated with SARS-CoV-2 under anesthesia via a combination of intratracheal (4.5 ml) and intranasal (0.25 ml per nostril) routes...” — This is not a natural exposure route and 4.5ml poured into a small (3.5 - 5.0kg) monkey’s lungs is equivalent to pouring around 80ml (⅓ cup) of foreign biological material into a human’s lungs, while they are asleep. This volume of material alone is enough to cause damage and inflammation in the lung tissue.

2. The inoculum poured into their lungs was made from, “SARS-CoV-2 (isolate BetaCoV/Munich/BavPat1/2020) obtained from a clinical case in Germany,” and, “the virus was propagated to passage three on Vero E6 cells in Opti-MEM I (1X) + GlutaMAX (Gibco), supplemented with penicillin (10,000 IU/mL) and streptomycin (10,000 IU/mL).” — They have asserted that they have a viral ‘isolate’ when neither they nor their supplier have demonstrated the existence of a virus in the sample. All that can be said is that the sample contains foreign biological material from the human-derived clinical specimen and monkey kidney cells, in addition to cellular breakdown products and two antibiotics.

3. “No overt clinical signs were observed in any of the infected animals, except for a serous nasal discharge in one aged animal on day 14 post inoculation (p.i.). No significant weight loss was observed in any of the animals during the study.” — In other words, despite the direct entry into the lungs with what they claimed was the SARS-CoV-2 virus, it didn’t make any of the monkeys noticeably sick.

4. “By day 14 p.i., all remaining animals seroconverted as revealed by the presence of SARS-CoV-2–specific antibodies against the virus S1 domain and nucleocapsid proteins in their sera.” — The S1 and nucleocapsid proteins have not been shown to be viral in origin regardless of

---


73 Ibid, supplementary material.
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whether they induce the detection (through an in vitro assay) of other proteins termed “antibodies” in a host. The virologists once again employ circular reasoning to claim that the detection of an antibody proves the existence of a virus because the antibody is declared to be specific to the alleged virus.

5. “As a measure of virus shedding, nasal, throat, and rectal swabs were assayed for virus by reverse transcription–quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR)...” — There was no “virus shedding,” there was simply detection of the same sequences that had been recently poured into the monkeys’ respiratory tracts. These foreign nucleic acid sequences unsurprisingly disappeared from the monkeys’ bodies over the next few days through natural clearance mechanisms.

6. “SARS-CoV-2 RNA was only detected in a rectal swab from one animal on day 14 p.i., and no viral RNA was detected in whole blood at any time point throughout the study.” — Again this indicates that they were only finding the introduced genetic material in the same places it had been introduced. (The single positive rectal swab may have been a false positive or the monkey had swallowed some of the introduced biological material.) In not one case could they demonstrate that the postulated “virus” had any invasive characteristics.

7. Four of the monkeys were killed and autopsied 4 days after inoculation with the foreign biological soup. Two out of the four were reported as having small foci of consolidation in their lungs, and the authors stated that, “the main histological lesion in the consolidated pulmonary tissues of both the young and aged animals involved the alveoli and bronchioles and consisted of areas with acute or more advanced DAD [diffuse alveolar damage].” The histological features were asserted to be characteristic of ‘SARS-CoV-2’ — see Figure 3 below for an explanation of why these claims are completely baseless.

8. “SARS-CoV-2 antigen expression was detected in moderate numbers of type I pneumocytes and a few type II pneumocytes within foci of DAD.” — This was claimed through an immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining technique that was based on, “a rabbit polyclonal antibody against SARS-CoV-nucleoprotein (40143-T62, Sino Biological, Chesterbrook, PA, USA).” Unfortunately for them the supplier of this product states, “IHC, FCM, IF, IP et al. applications haven’t been validated. (Antibody's applications haven't been validated with corresponding virus positive samples.)”


In any case, this example can be used to expose the wider fallacy regarding antibodies as “evidence” of viruses. Sino Biological states that the antibodies were
the result of injecting their “SARS-CoV Nucleocapsid Protein (His Tag)” product\textsuperscript{76} into rabbits. This nucleocapsid protein was in turn produced from, “a DNA sequence encoding the SARS-CoV (isolate: Tor2) nucleoprotein.” We will see on page 30 that the “Tor2” sequence was one of the two \textit{in silico} templates used by Fan Wu et al. to invent SARS-CoV-2, another \textit{in silico} model. In summary, it engages in more circular reasoning: no protein has been shown to come from a virus, including the nucleocapsid protein in this case. It was simply asserted that they injected “viral” proteins into animals and in response the animals produced other proteins that are claimed to be “antibodies.” However, a virus was neither shown to exist, nor required to exist for this sort of exercise. (As another example, the generation of “HIV antibodies” in 100% of healthy volunteers injected with a University of Queensland COVID-19 candidate vaccine stands out as an embarrassment for those promulgating both the HIV and antibody industries.\textsuperscript{77})

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Some of the images presented in the “Comparative pathogenesis of COVID-19, MERS, and SARS in a nonhuman primate model” paper and claimed to be, “characteristic pathological changes,” of SARS-CoV-2. The lung changes in (A)-(C) are consistent with pneumonitis, caused by pouring a liquid containing foreign biological material directly into the monkey’s trachea while it was anaesthetised. The histological changes (D)-(F) simply depict inflammatory cells such as macrophages and neutrophils as would be expected in such an inflicted pneumonitis. No control experiments were performed.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{76} “SARS-CoV Nucleocapsid Protein (His Tag)”, Sino Biological: https://www.sinobiological.com/recombinant-proteins/sars-cov-nucleocapsid-40143-v08b

However, the most flawed aspect of the animal experiment was that it did not follow the scientific method as it lacked controls. That is, a comparable group of monkeys was not subjected to an internal assault with the same composition and volume of biological soup, *sans* the alleged “virus,” being poured directly into their lungs. To be clear, the author does not endorse such an experiment as it is a cruel procedure that has nothing to do with natural exposure routes — it is simply to point out the concept of an adequately controlled experiment. Unfortunately, such unscientific methodologies are sadly replicated in all such animal studies that have been reviewed. Not one of them demonstrates: (a) a natural method of exposure utilising the samples alleged to contain viruses, (b) valid “mock-infections” (for example, the disingenuous use of phosphate-buffered saline only), or (c) animal-to-animal disease transmission. That is of course in addition to the foundational issue that none of the studies show the actual existence of an infectious particle they are purporting to test.

Additionally, if the “viruses” are so infectious, why not simply aerosolise a sample into the animal cages so they inhale it? Once again such experiments are avoided in order for the virologists not to refute themselves with regard to claims of contagion involving the imagined particles.

**THE VIRUS QUANTITY PARADOX**

We are led to believe that inside a host such as a human, the viral particles are produced in such great numbers that they can rupture the very cells containing them, while at the same time they are present in such tiny amounts that virologists say they can’t be seen in any patient specimens. Apparently with regard to the alleged SARS-CoV-2 particle it has been calculated that, “one sneeze of a COVID-19 patient contains 200 million viruses.”⁷⁸ However, if we obtain a (physically larger) sample directly from a subject’s nose or lungs there are precisely none to be found. To cover up this inconvenient problem, the virologists have resorted to proffering indirect “evidence” through tissue cultures in an attempt to pull the missing virus out of the hat. As we outlined in *The COVID-19 Fraud & War on Humanity*, this involves the second part of virology’s *double deception* which is, “the substitution of the fake proxy of inducing cytopathic effects (CPEs) by inoculating typically abnormal cell lines *in vitro* for the postulated proxy of infecting a healthy or non-diseased host *in vivo* to establish causality between the purported pathogen and the disease.”⁷⁹ So we are
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supposed to believe that the human respiratory tract, which is lined with the alleged perfect host cells, does not produce enough viruses for them to be seen, but a test tube experiment involving tissue from a different species and cell type does?

By virology’s definition the hypothesised particles are passive and do not produce any waste products so it is thus a mystery as to how they inflict ill health on a human host. Pfizer suggested to the layperson that, “the immune system reacts to the injury of these bodily cells by revving up,” but did not cite any scientific evidence for this imaginative claim. The 4th edition of Medical Microbiology ventured further and stated that:

Direct cell damage and death from viral infection may result from (1) diversion of the cell’s energy, (2) shutoff of cell macromolecular synthesis, (3) competition of viral mRNA for cellular ribosomes, (4) competition of viral promoters and transcriptional enhancers for cellular transcriptional factors such as RNA polymerases, and inhibition of the interferon defense mechanisms. Indirect cell damage can result from integration of the viral genome, induction of mutations in the host genome, inflammation, and the host immune response. [My emphasis.]

Essentially, the virologists have offered multiple hypothetical pathogenetic mechanisms for a particle hypothesised to exist in an organism such as a human. And again, even if these speculative mechanisms were at play, it would require enormous numbers of cells to be affected to produce symptoms. But enormous numbers of cells would result in astronomical amounts of viral particles coming out of them — so why can no viral particles ever be found? Virology has a habit of diverting attention away from such aspects that raise doubts about its phantasmal model.

PART TWO

FAN WU ET AL. DEUS EX MACHINA

They were bound to, determined to find a virus as the cause for this guy. So they did this dragnet for all of this RNA, millions of little strands of RNA in this person, using technology

that’s called meta-transcriptomics. And its one of these gene things...they can look at all the RNA, all the DNA, sequence it, amplify it... It’s technology driven, not science driven...And they came up with a sequence and then they decided that they had discovered a “virus”, even though they never touched a virus at all, and they said that was the cause of this guy’s pneumonia. — Dr David Rasnick, on the “discovery” of SARS-CoV-2 by Fan Wu et al.\textsuperscript{82}

In The COVID-19 Fraud & War on Humanity\textsuperscript{83} we documented the invention of SARS-CoV-2 by Fan Wu’s team who assembled an in silico “genome” from genetic fragments of unknown provenance, found in the crude lung washings of a single ‘case’ and documented in, “A new coronavirus associated with human respiratory disease in China.”\textsuperscript{84} A further analysis of this paper is indicated as it illustrates how the fraudulent COVID-19 pandemic was created by means of an invented “genome” through deep meta-transcriptomic sequencing, which simply sought to detect all the RNA in a crude sample, and how it was misused to invent a non-existent pathogen. The claim that anyone can declare, “[they] identified a new RNA virus strain from the family Coronaviridae, which is designated here ‘WH-Human 1’ coronavirus,”\textsuperscript{85} from a single human subject diagnosed with pneumonia is farcical in itself. The authors tried to justify this by stating, “although the isolation of the virus from only a single patient is not sufficient to conclude that it caused these respiratory symptoms, our findings have been independently corroborated in further patients in a separate study.” Firstly, there was no physical isolation of any virus as will be discussed in detail momentarily. Secondly, their claim of being “independently corroborated” is a reference to the February 2020 paper of Peng Zhou et al. — a paper that cannot corroborate anything and the fraud of which is discussed on page 41. All that can be said is that if circular reasoning is employed, then finding similar genetic sequences on more than one occasion is seen as confirmation of a virus. The GISAID database is the treasure chest of this virological nonsense and by 29 August 2022 had over 12.8 million claims of having ‘found’ SARS-CoV-2.\textsuperscript{86} However none of them can point to an actual virus, they are simply calling ‘bingo’ by assembling similar sequences which they have aligned with Fan Wu et al. and other previous assemblies, no actual virus required.

\textsuperscript{82} “Episode One: The Tragic Pseudoscience of SARS-CoV-2”, The Viral Delusion, Paradigm Shift, 2022: https://paradigmshift.uscreen.io/


\textsuperscript{85} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{86} GISAID: https://www.gisaid.org/ (accessed 29 Aug 2022).
It should also be noted that while the author does not make pronouncement as to the cause of any case of pneumonia or acute febrile respiratory syndromes, the general medical community acknowledges that no “pathogen” is identified in around half of the cases.\textsuperscript{87,88} So what reason did Fan Wu et al. have to suspect that their patient was harbouring a brand new virus? Apparently because, “epidemiological investigations by the Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention revealed that the patient worked at a local indoor seafood market.”\textsuperscript{89} It would seem a very weak reason given the fact that these wet markets are extremely common in China and that despite the bat-origin theories, Fan Wu et al. reported, “no bats were available for sale.”

In any case, they obtained some bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) from their patient and with this crude specimen reported that, “total RNA was extracted from 200μl of BALF.” Their methods section detailed that this was achieved, “using the RNeasy Plus Universal Mini kit (Qiagen),” i.e. through spin column centrifugation. They claimed that, “ribosomal RNA depletion was performed during library construction,” however, see page 43 as to why this is dubious as there remained a high match for known human RNA sequences. They then proceeded to shotgun sequence the brew, starting with random fragmentation of the genetic material into short lengths averaging 150 nucleotides and conversion of the RNA to DNA using a reverse transcriptase enzyme.\textsuperscript{90} 56,565,928 such short reads were generated and this information was fed into Megahit and Trinity, software platforms for \textit{de novo} algorithm-based assembly. Through Megahit, 384,096 contigs, or hypothetical overlapping sequences were generated and the longest one (30,474 nucleotides) was declared to have a “nucleotide identity of 89.1%” to bat SL-CoVZC45, another fictional construct that will be dealt with subsequently. (Trinity generated over 1.3 million contigs but the longest one was only 11,760 nucleotides — in other words, they would not have found the “genome” if they had just used this software platform.) The word ‘virus’ suddenly appeared when they state, “the genome sequence of this virus, as well as its termini, were determined and confirmed by reverse-transcription PCR.” This is a sleight of hand as the PCR simply amplifies pre-selected sequences and has no capacity to confirm a previously unknown genome. As PCR expert Stephen Bustin has explained, “PCR requires you to know what the sequence of your target is…so once you know that
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there’s something in your sample, then you would try to isolate it, yes. And then once you’ve isolated it, then you sequence it again, or PCR it up.” In other words, PCR itself cannot identify the origins of the sequences and the methodology of Fan Wu et al. did not establish the origin of their described sequences. However, in the very next sentence they announce to the world that, “this virus strain was designated as WH-Human 1 coronavirus (WHCV).

— We need to pause at this point as it is where the fraudulent virus, soon to be renamed SARS-CoV-2, was invented out of thin air. A virus that the WHO claims, with no evidential support whatsoever, is the causative agent of COVID-19.

For it is this “genome” that was submitted to GenBank on the 5th of January 2020 that was seized on by Drosten et al. to help produce their phoney PCR protocol assay sequences, which in turn were published with indecent haste by the WHO for all the world to use, thereby turning WH-Human 1 into the world’s reference genome for a claimed pathogen. It is this invention that is responsible for the whole bag of destructive tricks imposed on the world following the announcement of the pandemic by the WHO on the 11th of March 2020.

However, anyone paying attention can see that there is no evidence whatsoever of a virus in the Fan Wu et al. paper. A virus is claimed to be a replica-competent obligate intracellular parasite, consisting of a genome surrounded by a proteinaceous coat: it is an infectious particle that causes disease in a host. All Fan Wu et al. had was a 41-year-old man with pneumonia and a software-assembled model “genome” made from sequences of unestablished origin found in the man’s lung washings. To make it appear legitimate they stated, “the viral genome organization of WHCV was determined by sequence alignment to two representative members of the genus Betacoronavirus: a coronavirus associated with humans (SARS-CoV Tor2, GenBank accession number AY274119) and a coronavirus associated with bats (bat SL-CoVZC45, GenBank accession number MN908947.1),”
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number MG772933).” These alleged genomes are also simply *in silico* constructs that have never been proven to exist in their entirety in nature, let alone been shown to come from inside a virus. For example bat SL-CoVZC45 was invented in 2018 by the process of, “19 degenerated PCR primer pairs...designed by multiple alignment of available SARS-CoV and bat SL-CoV sequences deposited in GenBank.”

The virus genomes have become what is possibly the greatest illusion in virology, an illusion which propagates a belief that viruses are indeed being shown to exist. The virologists themselves don’t seem to appreciate the fatal flaw in their methodologies even when they state it themselves:

*Three main methods based on HTS [high-throughput sequencing] are currently used for viral whole-genome sequencing: metagenomic sequencing, target enrichment sequencing and PCR amplicon sequencing, each showing benefits and drawbacks (Houldcroft et al., 2017). In metagenomic sequencing, total DNA (and/or RNA) from a sample including host but also bacteria, viruses and fungi is extracted and sequenced. It is a simple and cost-effective approach, and it is the only approach not requiring reference sequences. Instead, the other two HTS approaches, target enrichment and amplicon sequencing, both depend on reference information to design baits or primers. The limitation of metagenomic sequencing is that it requires a very high sequencing depth to obtain enough viral genome material.*

The more important limitation with ‘viral’ sequencing is that the process itself does not determine the provenance of the genetic fragments, so how can it be used to establish the sequence of a previously unknown genome? For clarity, we are not talking about situations where the provenance of the sequences can be independently verified, for example, physically-isolated bacterial cells. Additionally, it is nonsensical to arbitrarily declare that sequences are viral by a process of elimination, that is, based on the fact that they do not have a previously conflicting assignation on the genetic databanks. None of the virologists are demonstrating that the sequences are viral in nature when they assemble the very first template and declare they have discovered a pathogenic virus. At no stage are any of them purifying alleged viral particles to prove their relationship with the sequences. And yet the first invented *de novo* genome becomes the touchstone with which other virus hunters will align their own *in silico* genomes or design
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95 Dan Hu, et al. “Genomic characterization and infectivity of a novel SARS-like coronavirus in Chinese bats”, *Emerging microbes & infections*, 12 Sep 2018: [https://doi.org/10.1038/s41426-018-0155-5](https://doi.org/10.1038/s41426-018-0155-5)

'confirmatory’ PCR protocols.

As far as the author is aware, the virologists do not have any laboratory techniques that can directly check whether there even exists a complete 30 kilobase RNA strand in any of their samples. Existing pulsed-field gel electrophoresis technology can only reliably differentiate DNA strands of this size. In any case, these simulations remain a distraction because even in the event that the physical existence of an in silico SARS-CoV-2 genome — a complete 30 kilobase RNA sequence — can be shown to exist in nature, the virologists would still have plenty of work to do. First and foremost they would have to demonstrate that this sequence belongs to a disease-causing replication-competent particle that can make a person ill and not just claim it does.

On that note, the author had an email exchange with an evolutionary biologist from the Wellcome Sanger Institute who suggested that long-read RNA sequencing (as opposed to only shotgun sequencing) provided the necessary proof of the existence of “SARS-CoV-2”. He referred to an April 2022 publication involving RNA-sequencing through Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) long-reads, claiming that it confirmed the validity of the “virus” genomes that had been previously constructed through shotgun sequencing. The proffered study described an experiment comparing responses between various “SARS-CoV-2-infected” and “mock-infected” cell-lines. The experimental cells were alleged to be “infected with SARS-CoV-2 Australia virus (Australia/VIC01/2020, NCBI: MT007544.1)” — claimed by author Leon Caly et al. to be an “isolate”, when isolation of a virus was never demonstrated, as explained in Figure 4 below, and as we outlined in The COVID-19 Fraud & War on Humanity. Hence, the evolutionary biologist’s argument relied on the fraudulent product of a fraudulent experiment being compared with a “mock-infection,” where the former is invalidated by the misleading declaration of “virus isolation” and the latter invalidates itself as the virologists have changed its definition to allow other variables to be altered. Obtaining longer reads does not change these foundational issues. The evolutionary biologist was asserting

that variations in monitored sequences and proteins over time represented evidence of an evolving virus.\textsuperscript{102} He is another victim of virology’s deception through their specious attachment of the word ‘viral’ to these entities. When all such sequences and proteins were originally detected in tissue culture experiments they were not shown to belong to pathogenic viruses but the claim that they are “viral” continues to this day.

Along the same lines and a few months after that exchange, the pathologist/virologist Dr Sin Hang Lee claimed that his preprint paper\textsuperscript{103} provided, “irrefutable Sanger sequencing evidence that the virus [SARS-CoV-2] exists and keeps mutating,” with an open invitation to challenge his work.\textsuperscript{104} Again, the present author provided a response, detailing virology’s ongoing misuse of scientific terminology as well as the underlying problem of unestablished provenance of the genetic sequences being analysed:

\begin{quote}
To expose the problems of virology it is crucial to examine the methodology section of any publication and in this case it is no different...Those of us that dispute the virus narrative point out that no RNA (or DNA) sequences have ever been shown to come from inside any specific identifiable particle that fulfils the definition of a virus. Thus all RNAs can only be said to be expressed by a known organism, introduced artificially (e.g. synthetic mRNA injections) or be of unknown provenance. The “mutations” only exist within in silico models that have not been shown to be independent entities in nature. There are other reasons why RNA sequences can and do vary in dynamic biological systems and I can’t imagine that any virologist would disagree with this fact. Simply detecting RNAs is not enough to draw conclusions about their provenance. Other experiments are required to make this determination.\textsuperscript{105}
\end{quote}

Indeed, no amount of genomic or proteomic technology can escape the fact that with regard to such data being supposed evidence of viruses, it is turtles all the way down.

**TURTLES ALL THE WAY DOWN**

\textsuperscript{102} By email from Zachary Ardern: https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Mark-Bailey-Zachary-Ardern-emails-redacted.pdf

\textsuperscript{103} Sin Lee, “Implementation of the eCDC/WHO Recommendation for Molecular Diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron Subvariants and Its Challenges”, preprints.org, 14 Jun 2022: https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202206.0192/v1

\textsuperscript{104} Mark Bailey, “Warnings Signs You Have Been Tricked By Virologists...Again”, 25 Jul 2022: https://drsambailey.com/warnings-signs-you-have-been-tricked-by-virologists-again/

\textsuperscript{105} Ibid.
As has been noted, ‘bat SL-CoVZC45’ was an *in silico* genome, 29,802 nucleotides in length, invented in 2018, that was used by Fan Wu et al. as a template genome for the invention of the SARS-CoV-2 genome. It was purported to come from the intestinal tissue of a bat that was captured in Zhejiang province, China. In this study the authors reported that, “all bats appeared healthy and had no obvious clinical signs at capture,” but declared that a virus was detected in 89 out of 334 bats on the basis of a, “pan-coronavirus reverse transcription (RT)-PCR assay.” The folly of claiming ‘isolation’ of any virus through inducing CPEs has already been outlined, but in this case they failed to even observe this phenomenon in Vero E6 cell cultures. Instead, they tried another method in order to, “test the pathogenicity of the ZC45 agent.” This consisted of taking 20 μl the ground-up bat intestinal tissue and injecting it directly into the brains of 3-day old BALB/c rats. (By weight it would be the equivalent of injecting several hundred millilitres of material into a human brain.) The nonsense of injecting such biological tissue directly into the brains of inbred, compromised neonatal animals shouldn’t need any further explanation. As is typical in virology experiments, there was no control group where similar biological material, said not to contain the
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107 Western Australian Government - Animal Resource Centre, “Rat and Mice Weights”: [https://www.arc.wa.gov.au/?page_id=125](https://www.arc.wa.gov.au/?page_id=125)
virus, was injected directly into the brains of other baby rats. They reported that “suspected viral particles” were seen in some of the rat brains but at no point did they demonstrate the composition or biological function of such observed “suspected viral particles” in their slides. Additionally, “infection” was declared on the basis of positive RT-PCR tests that detected the same RNA sequences in the baby rats at the time of their sacrifice as had been injected into them recently — obviously not something that required the existence of a virus.

So without physically isolating any alleged viral particles they proceeded to homogenise, centrifuge and filter the intestinal samples before declaring, “the viral RNA was extracted with a Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.” (See page 49 for an explanation of why it is not possible for kits of this type to selectively extract RNA on the basis of its provenance, regardless of whether viruses exist or not.) A reverse transcription step then took place before PCR amplification of their brew. They claimed to sequence the full genome of [SL-CoV]ZC45 through 19 degenerated PCR primer pairs, “designed by multiple alignment of available SARS-CoV and bat SL-CoV sequences deposited in GenBank.” In other words, their declaration of discovering a viral genome was based not on direct evidence of a virus but on detection of sequences of unestablished provenance aligned to yet more fictional ‘virus’ templates. It was not disclosed how much PCR amplification took place at this step but the “RT-PCR screening” step involved a first round of 40 cycles, followed by a second round of 30 cycles. Such ridiculous amplification would result in artefact, meaning the target sequences are “found” simply as a result of the process itself rather than necessarily being physically present in the samples.

Of note, the bat virus story has been in play since the 2003 SARS “outbreak” and apparently after thousands of years, the human race is now under constant threat from viruses percolating in Chinese bat caves. In 2005, the EcoHealth Alliance president, Dr Peter Daszak, co-authored a paper that appeared in *Science* titled, “Bats Are Natural Reservoirs of SARS-Like Coronaviruses.” In this study, Daszak and co. couldn’t find any ‘coronaviruses’ in their selection of bats through the usual fraudulent technique of observing *in vitro* CPEs, stating that, “no virus has been isolated from fecal swabs of PCR-positive samples using Vero E6 cells.” However, they were happy to declare they had evidence of such viruses through their nonsensically high (35-45) cycle PCR products obtained from crude bat samples. These were claimed to be ‘viral sequences’ because within virology’s circular reasoning they ‘found’ the very ‘viral’ sequences that their PCR protocol was designed to

detect. They duly warned the world that, “genetic diversity exists among zoonotic viruses in bats increasing the possibility of variants crossing the species barrier and causing outbreaks of disease in human populations.” Unfortunately, this zoonotic folklore has spread from the virology literature into the imagination of the public. Daszak is a keen promoter and benefactor of the bat virus story and in 2015 advised his colleagues that in order to keep the revenue coming in, they would need to, “increase public understanding of the need for MCMs [medical countermeasures] such as a pan-influenza or pan-coronavirus vaccine.”

In any case, a branch of one of the imaginary coronavirus template trails leads back to one of the original claims made regarding the SARS-CoV genome, alleged to be the cause of the first SARS “outbreak.” In April 2003, Yijun Ruan et al. submitted to GenBank their, “SARS coronavirus Sin2500, complete genome,” which became accession number AY283794.1. However, this genome was invented not by directly sequencing alleged viral particles of course but by sequencing the RNA in a Vero cell culture experiment through, “both shot-gun and specific priming approaches,” with alignment to, “the mouse hepatitis virus genome sequence (NC_001846) as a backbone.” The NC_001846.1 genome was invented in turn in 1997 and was claimed to be derived from a virus that was, “obtained originally from Dr. Lawrence Sturman,” and sequenced, “using as templates, cytoplasmic RNA extracted from L2 cell monolayers infected with wild type MHV-A59, C12, C3, C5, C8, B11, or B12.” The assertion that they started with a virus appears to be based on Dr Sturman’s assurance that the sample he provided contained such a thing.

It should be clear at this point that each coronavirus genome has been templated against other so-called genomes without the virologists demonstrating that any of the sequences come from a virus. It is thus instructive to go back to the purported first ever complete coronavirus genome to be published, which was the ‘Avian Infectious Bronchitis Virus’ (IBV) by Boursnell et al. in 1987, and subsequently used by others as one of the original templates. They did not sequence any

postulated viral particles directly but used, “seventeen cDNA clones covering the 3'-most 27,569 kb of the genome,” noting that the clones, “have been derived from RNA isolated from gradient-purified virus of the Beaudette strain (Beaudette & Hudson, 1937; Brown & Boursnell, 1984).” The cited Brown & Boursnell paper states, “the preparation of cDNA clones has been previously described (Brown and Boursnell, 1984).” This subsequent citation is their publication titled, “Avian infectious bronchitis virus genomic RNA contains sequence homologies at the intergenic boundaries”. In this paper they claim that the, “IBV strain Beaudette was grown in 11-day-old embryonated eggs. Virions were isolated from allantoic fluid and purified by isopycnic centrifugation on sucrose gradients.” However, no evidence was provided in any of these papers that they: (a) had purified anything, let alone “virions”, in the form of confirmatory electron micrographs, or (b) performed valid control experiments. All we can see is that they assumed viruses were present in their culture mixture and after centrifugation claimed the detected RNA

Figure 5. The SARS-CoV-2 phylogenetic tree on GISAID.org, as at 15 July 2022. The first “genome” from December 2019 (Fan Wu et al.) was never shown to come from a virus but through virology’s circular reasoning similar sequences found in other places are proffered as evidence of an evolving “virus.” However, the uncontrolled methodologies being utilised render it a fictional in silico family tree. Detecting, or purporting to detect selected genetic sequences in the environment does not confirm the existence of a virus given that the provenance of the sequences have not been established or have been misattributed. The same applies to detected proteins.


116 Isopycnic centrifugation separates particles by density cf. rate zonal centrifugation separates particles by size: https://www.differencebetween.com/difference-between-rate-zonal-and-isopycnic-centrifugation/
sequences were from these imagined viruses.

The original claim that they were dealing with a virus (IBV) dates back to the 1930s and was based on the same flawed conclusions drawn from the methodology employed in the 1911 Rous sarcoma “virus” experiments (see page 17). In the case of IBV, material was taken from diseased chickens, passed through Berkefeld bacterial filters and then introduced into the respiratory tracts of other chickens. On the basis that this could also make the recipient birds sick, it was declared that, “these results demonstrate the disease is caused by a filterable virus.” However, at no time has any experiment demonstrated that an infectious particle is responsible for the toxic effects. In short, the subsequent “coronavirus” phylogenetic trees that have been created since the 1980s are not evidence of “evolving viruses,” they are evidence of a multi-level marketing scheme that has no established physical product.

The danger to humanity is that the putative coronavirus genomes that have been templated out of the virologists’ speculations are now used as templates to create and inject products into hapless recipients who were conned and gulled into believing that virology’s latest invention was real. That is, virology’s fictional genomic inventions have been relied upon to create wholly unnecessary medical and political interventions. The dangerous and highly experimental mRNA and nanolipid biotechnology has killed more people than all other vaccines combined over the last 30 years, and we have only just begun counting.

THE CDC’S CLAIM ON SARS-COV-2

With now familiar tardiness, the CDC took eight months to respond to a Freedom of Information request surrounding their claims of “isolating SARS-CoV-2” in their June 2020 Emerging Infectious Diseases publication, "Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient with Coronavirus Disease, United States,” by Jennifer Harcourt et al. The questions that were put to the CDC from my colleague were simple and included the following: “Did the scientist for this paper use control groups? If so, did the control groups use the same formulations of cell culture mixtures as the experimental groups sans the sample containing the alleged viruses?...In summary,
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117 J. R Beach & O. W. Schalm, “A Filterable Virus, Distinct from that of Laryngotracheitis, the Cause of a Respiratory Disease of Chicks”, Poultry Science, May 1936: https://doi.org/10.3382/ps.0150199


119 Jennifer Harcourt, et al., "Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient with Coronavirus Disease, United States", Emerging Infectious Diseases, June 2020: https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0516_article
if control groups were used, please list details of the control groups.” Instead of asking Jennifer Harcourt or one of her team to answer this simple request, on 29 March 2022, the CDC responded that they had, “located 37 pages of responsive records and one excel spreadsheet,” allegedly pursuant to the material requested. In summary, the CDC’s “responsive records” included the following:

1. Internal CDC emails sharing images such as Figure 6 purporting to show, “scope pics of potential 2019 N-CoV from the 1st US case.” CDC research microbiologists Azaibi Tamin hoped, “some of these 7 lysates show CPE are caused by the 2019 N-CoV,” while Stephen Lindstrom commented they were, “very nice unhappy cells.” The Respiratory virus immunology team lead, Natalie Thornburg then asked if they, “could send the original JPEG or TIFF files for your CPE images? I want to start working on a publication quality figure.”

2. GenBank accession numbers MT020880 and MT020881, which were listed in the Harcourt et

![Figure 6](image-url). In their 29 March 2022 FOIA response, the details of the “mock” experiment slide were not provided by the CDC, despite being specifically requested. The other slides are supposedly evidence of the cytopathic effects (and thus implied existence) of SARS-CoV-2.
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120 By email to FOIA Requests (CDC), “FOIA: Control Group Information requested for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient with Coronavirus Disease, United States”, 1 Aug 2021.


al./CDC publication and already publicly available.

3. The Na Zhu et al. *New England Journal of Medicine* paper, “A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China, 2019,”\(^\text{123}\) which according to CDC electron microscopist Cynthia Goldsmith, “has 2 very nice EM images in Figure 3, one from ‘human airway epithelial’.” We dealt with the follies of this paper in *The COVID-19 Fraud & War on Humanity*, with Na Zhu et al. also being guilty of uncontrolled tissue culture breakdown experiments in which they christened electron micrographs of extracellular vesicles of unproven composition and biological function “2019-nCoV”.\(^\text{124}\) (One of the paper’s co-authors Wenjie Tan said to Torsten Engelbrecht on 18 March 2020 that they had, “an image of sedimented virus particles, not purified ones.”\(^\text{125}\) Thus, the claim that they are “virus particles” is simply an assertion, as there is no part of the paper that demonstrated the composition or biological function of these imaged vesicles).

4. A spreadsheet with non-informative PCR cycle threshold results for “4 viruses” that were submitted to the CDC’s Respiratory Viruses Diagnostic Laboratory.

5. A page starting with, “for administrative convenience and to fully respond to your request, program staff have provided the following information below with corresponding web links,” which provided absolutely no information related to how the CDC’s “viral isolation” experiments were suitably controlled.

On 23 December 2021, Christine Massey also submitted a request to the CDC seeking full details of the Harcourt et al. “mock infected” experiment including, “the quantity of material from uninfected nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab specimens that was added to the cell culture control group.”\(^\text{126}\) The CDC eventually responded to Massey’s request on 10 May 2022 with 36 pages of similarly unhelpful information and the excuse that:

> In regards to certain portions of your request, a search of our records failed to reveal any documents pertaining to your request. These portions relate to your request for specific “…Cell Culture - Experimental Group Details:” and “Cell Culture - ‘Mock-

---


infected’/Control Group Details:” and “Whole Genome’ Sequencing - Purity and Control Details:” Your request was sent to the National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD) for search. They responded that certain details in your request were not available as records controlled or maintained by CDC.\textsuperscript{127}

In other words, the CDC appear completely ignorant to the fact that they are not following the scientific method or they have realised that the game is up and are engaging in disingenuous responses. Either way, they cannot be taken seriously as a source of reliable scientific information if they are also promoting uncontrolled experiments as proof of viruses.

**THE DISCLOSURES OF PENG ZHOU ET AL.**

There have been occasions when investigators have provided responses regarding their methodologies where, intentionally or not, they are surprisingly candid about their unscientific experiments. On 3 February 2020, Peng Zhou et al. published their paper, “A pneumonia outbreak associated with a new coronavirus of probable bat origin,” in *Nature*, claiming, "the identification and characterization of a new coronavirus (2019-nCoV)."\textsuperscript{128} In their “isolation” experiment the authors produced images showing apparent CPEs in the alleged “2019-nCoV-infected” Vero E6 cells but no CPEs in the “mock-infected cells,”\textsuperscript{129} the latter purported to be a “control.” But what was the nature of this apparent control experiment? The details were not provided in their published paper so they were contacted by one of my colleagues in August 2021 who extracted some startling admissions from one of the paper’s co-authors, Xing-Lou Yang. Firstly, aside from the fact that there were no positive control experiments (i.e. with comparable human samples minus the alleged virus), Yang stated they doubled the dose of penicillin and streptomycin in the experimental group.\textsuperscript{130} When asked why this variable was altered, the response was, “the intention of Anti-Anti [the two antibiotics] is to prevent contamination from bacteria or fungi during virus isolation, so 1% or 2% concentration did not affect the cell growth. 2% in 1st gen [generation] was just to prevent contamination from samples.”\textsuperscript{131}


\textsuperscript{129} Ibid. “Extended Data Fig. 6: Isolation and antigenic characterization of 2019-nCoV”: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2012-7/figures/9

\textsuperscript{130} (Personal correspondence by email from Xing-Lou Yang, 5 Aug 2021.)

\textsuperscript{131} Ibid.
My colleague suggested that they should run the “control” experiment again with the higher dose antibiotics to ensure that this was not one of the factors inducing CPEs in the kidney cell line. Yang subsequently provided the evasive response, “if you could make sure that you could prevent contamination from bac [bacteria] or fungi, you do not need to use the Anti-Anti,” seemingly ignoring the crucial point that it could be the additional antibiotics themselves that were toxic to the cells (particularly as streptomycin is known to be nephrotoxic). At the least, they had altered other variables compared with their controls and had thus invalidated their results even further.

Another staggering revelation from the authors was that in their experimental group, only one out of 24 wells containing Vero E6 kidney cell cultures showed any evidence of CPEs. So, what should be considered an experimental margin of error is the basis of one of the declarations of a claimed deadly new pathogen, described in an article that, as of July 2022, has been accessed 1.34 million times and cited over 10 thousand times. Do the other authors who are citing this paper realise the gossamer of “evidence” this house of cards called COVID-19 is built upon? Perhaps they would not be perturbed by such a revelation as biological experiments are being increasingly abandoned while in silico “genomes” are absurdly claimed to provide adequate evidence for the existence of viruses. In the case of Zhou et al., their computer simulation was proudly proclaimed to be, “96% identical at the whole-genome level to a bat coronavirus.” They decided to template their new viral invention against this sequence, based on the nonsense that, “previous studies have shown that some bat SARSr-CoVs have the potential to infect humans.” Their software

---

**Figure 7.** The Peng Zhou et al. study and their previously undisclosed methodology: double the antibiotics in the experimental group to see CPEs in only one out of 24 wells. It is declared this constitutes evidence of a new viral pathogen ‘2019-nCoV’, later to be renamed SARS-CoV-2.

---
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assembled what became GenBank accession numbers MN996527–MN996532 and this form of faux “evidence,” which also lacks valid controls, has been documented in this essay.

MORE DECEPTION FROM WUHAN?

In early 2022, a mathematician working with Dr Stefan Lanka released an analysis of the associated sequence data produced by Fan Wu et al. Startlingly, it was concluded that:

*a repeat of the de novo assembly with Megahit (v.1.2.9) showed that the published results could not be reproduced. We may have detected (ribosomal) ribonucleic acids of human origin, contrary to what was reported [by Fan Wu et al.]. Evidence is lacking that only viral nucleic acids were used to construct the claimed viral genome for SARS-CoV-2. Further, with respect to the construction of the claimed viral genome strand, no results of possible control experiments have been published. This is equally true for all other reference sequences considered in the present work. In the case of SARS-CoV-2, an obvious control would be that the claimed viral genome cannot be assembled from unsuspected RNA sources of human, or even other, origin.*

Aside from the fact that virology's current methodologies for finding viruses should be rejected, the lack of reproducibility of their own experiment instantly raises questions about the circumstances in which the original inventors of SARS-CoV-2 announced their new virus to the world. Indeed, this independent analysis only obtained 28,459 contigs, significantly less than the number (384,096) described by Fan Wu et al. Additionally, the longest contig independently obtained was 29,802 nucleotides, which was 672 nucleotides shorter than Fan Wu’s, meaning that “the published sequence data cannot be the original reads used for assembly.” The mathematician's analysis also concluded that:

*Alignment with the nucleotide database on 05/12/2021 showed a high match (98.85%) with "Homo sapiens RNA, 45S preribosomal N4 (RNA455N4), ribosomal RNA" (GenBank: NR_146117.1, dated 04/07/2020). This observation contradicts the claim in [1] that ribosomal RNA depletion was performed and human sequence reads were filtered using the human reference genome (human release 32, GRCh38.p13). Of particular note here is the fact that the sequence NR_146117.1 was not published until after the publication of the SRR10971381 sequence library considered here. This*

136“Strukturelle Analyse von Sequenzdaten in der Virologie · tabellen und Abbildungen”, WISSeNSCHAFFtPLUS magazin, Jan 2022. English version: https://brandfolder.com/s/3z266k74ppmnwkvfrxs6ijc
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observation emphasizes the difficulty of determining a priori the exact origin of the individual nucleic acid fragments used to construct claimed viral genome sequences.

In any case, the problems didn’t end there. The coverage distribution for some of the contigs was extremely inhomogeneous and given the high error rate, it raised the question of whether some of the sequences were simply those generated by the PCR amplification conditions themselves. Again, it is an anti-scientific method as appropriate control experiments (with similar human-derived samples) are not performed to examine these possibilities. The independent analysis revealed that Fan Wu et al. could have found better in silico consensus matches for ‘HIV’ and ‘Hepatitis D virus’ than “a new coronavirus” in their 41-year-old man from Wuhan, who presented with pneumonia as one of the first claimed COVID-19 cases. If the virologists want to find a virus, it all depends on how they design their protocols and what they ask the computer to look for — and how would these fortune tellers know what to look for?

PROFESSOR STEPHEN BUSTIN’S PRIMING OF A PCR PANDEMIC

Scientists have a tendency to assume that everything outside of their domain of interest is true and that they can just rely on it.

— David Crowe following his interview of Stephen Bustin in April 2020.137

To sustain the illusion of the COVID-19 ‘pandemic’, cases were required. These were provided by the world’s largest ever human ‘testing’ programme involving billions of PCR kits distributed around the world. It remains unclear to us as to why Stephen Bustin, who is a, “world-renowned expert on quantitative PCR, and his research focuses on translating molecular techniques into practical, robust and reliable tools for clinical and diagnostic use,”138 failed to decisively point out the inappropriate use of the PCR process. Bustin was the lead author for the 2009 publication, “The MIQE Guidelines: Minimum Information for Publication of Quantitative Real-Time PCR Experiments,”139 in which the key conceptual considerations for real-time PCR experiments were outlined as follows:

1. 2.1 Analytical sensitivity refers to the minimum number of copies in a sample that


138 https://aru.ac.uk/people/stephen-bustin

can be measured accurately with an assay, whereas clinical sensitivity is the percentage of individuals with a given disorder whom the assay identifies as positive for that condition...

2. 2.2 Analytical specificity refers to the qPCR assay detecting the appropriate target sequence rather than other, nonspecific targets also present in a sample. Diagnostic specificity is the percentage of individuals without a given condition whom the assay identifies as negative for that condition.

If Bustin remained true to the science then he should have called a halt to the PCR pandemic in January 2020 when the Corman-Drosten PCR protocols were published. The word ‘specificity’ appears only once in the Corman-Drosten paper and it had nothing to do with diagnosing a clinical condition, let alone a viral infection. There was no “detection of 2019-nCoV” as the paper claimed, all that was established was the analytical specificity of their assay to detect selected target sequences. It was an in vitro molecular reaction experiment with synthetic nucleic acid technology that does not require the existence of a virus. Further, there was no establishment of how the PCR result related to a clinical condition, i.e. the COVID-19 PCR kits were never shown to diagnose anything in a human subject. An invented disease based on a fictional virus.

Aside from the issue of specificity, it was not well publicised that the world-expert on PCR said to David Crowe in April 2020 that, (even on virology’s own terms,) calling a coronavirus PCR result “positive” at 36-37 cycles, as was happening around the world was, “absolute nonsense. It makes no sense whatsoever.” However, the PCR fraud was even more apparent when Eric Coppolino interviewed Bustin on Planet Waves FM in February 2021. Coppolino’s intention was to find out more details about the problematic reverse transcription (RT) step of the RT-PCR process but he was stunned after the interview to realise that what he thought was a sometimes inaccurate test was completely fraudulent. Bustin appeared uncomfortable when Coppolino pointed out that all positive PCR results were being called a, “confirmed case of infection,” even if they had no symptoms. Instead of admitting that the diagnostic specificity of the PCR kits had never been

---
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established, Bustin offered peripheral explanations such as claiming that, “ICUs are overrun at the moment.”

He further defended the PCR protocols in use with the assertion that, “this pneumonia was being caused by this virus. And this virus started popping up where more and more people were coming down with the same symptoms. And these primers were detecting that virus.” When Coppolino pushed him on the lack of virus isolation to be able to make these claims, Bustin responded that, “the way the sequence was established by taking the samples from the original patient, growing up something and then sequencing it and then disassembling the sequence and what came out of that was the SARS virus.” Unfortunately, Bustin lent support to virology’s misuse of the word ‘isolation’ and the loose terminology involved in detecting a “virus.” The crucial issue is that it doesn’t matter how well designed any primers are — if the provenance or significance of the genetic sequences being amplified through the PCR are unknown, then nothing more can be concluded by their mere presence. Bustin can reassure the world about the potentially very high analytical performance of a PCR protocol but the establishment of its diagnostic performance is where the rubber meets the road. Even if SARS-CoV-2 had been shown to physically exist and the PCR was accepted as a valid diagnostic tool, Bustin would have to admit that none of the PCR assays have been developed as his MIQE Guidelines specify and none qualify as being clinically-validated.

It was a surprise during the same interview that he denied any prior knowledge of the false pertussis outbreak in Dartmouth-Hitchcock, New Hampshire in 2006 when the PCR kit that was rolled out resulted in a 100% false positive rate.145 Bustin claimed to have learned about it for the first time just days before the interview, some 15 years after the fact, when he read about it on Coppolino’s website, from an article provided for the purposes of the interview. Yet the incident was well known and received coverage in The New York Times, with comments from many public health and diagnostic test professionals.146 By 2006, Bustin was a Professor of Molecular Biology and it is a small wonder that the PCR specialist had not had any enquiries from medical colleagues in 2006 when the incident happened. Indeed, at the time there were very few PCR experts in existence to contact and it was an early indication of how the PCR could be catastrophically


misused as a clinical diagnostic tool. If that wasn’t bad enough, it related to an incident where the purportedly causal microbe (the bacterium *Bordetella pertussis*) is something that can be physically isolated and its genetic sequences confirmed for the PCR to be calibrated against. In contrast, the SARS-CoV-2 PCR protocols are simply calibrated to genetic fragments of unknown origin. When Coppolino pressed him on this point Bustin responded, “well, you know, this is a standard way of doing this so I really can’t comment any further on that, except that to me that’s perfectly acceptable and that’s the way to do it.”

By the time Bustin was interviewed by Coppolino he had already co-authored and submitted a paper titled, “COVID-19 and Diagnostic Testing for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-qPCR—Facts and Fallacies” that was published later in February 2021. In this paper, Bustin and co stated that, “[the Corman-Drosten] assay worked and was specific and demonstrated astounding sagacity and selflessness by the scientists involved, as well as the remarkable speed with which PCR-based tests can be developed and put into practice.” Ignoring the fawning praise, the obvious question remains, is specific for what? Were Bustin and co implying that the PCR tests are specific for (a) short targeted RNA sequences, (b) a coronavirus known as SARS-CoV-2, or (c) the WHO-invented disease known as COVID-19? The Corman-Drosten paper only established the analytical specificity for amplifying some selected RNA sequences, it had nothing to do with the establishment of a virus or diagnosing a disease. The developer of the *MIQE Guidelines* surely knows that of the three, only the first was scientifically established and nothing was, or has been, validated for clinical application. And yet his paper goes on to make the ridiculous *non sequitur* that, “PCR testing is highly suitable for large scale testing, as demonstrated daily by the millions of tests carried out to date.” Has Bustin forgotten that the ‘tests’ are simply a molecular amplification tool? As the inventor of the PCR, Dr Kary Mullis warned in 1993, “I don’t think you can misuse PCR, no, the results, the interpretation of it [is misused].”

The PCR simply amplifies selected genetic sequences and the molecular reaction itself has no capacity to determine their provenance or the relevance of their presence. If a particular PCR protocol is performed correctly and has a known 100% analytical sensitivity and specificity, a

---


149 David James, “PCR Inventor: ‘It doesn’t tell you that you are sick’”, *off-Guardian*, 5 Oct 2020: https://off-guardian.org/2020/10/05/pcr-inventor-it-doesnt-tell-you-that-you-are-sick/
positive result can be said to have done nothing more than confirmed the presence of a target sequence. However, if claims are being made that the PCR is a diagnostic tool, it should be obvious that clinical validation studies would need to be performed before the test was introduced into clinical practice. The Corman-Drosten paper skipped this step and the WHO accepted the fraud by placing versions of the PCR protocol on their website on the 13th and then 17th of January, 2020, before the paper had even been published.\textsuperscript{150} After that the PCR was simply used via circular reasoning to make claims about diagnosing “infections” in people.

The next phase in the early stages of the alleged pandemic involved “experts” such as Australian Infectious Diseases Specialist, Associate Professor Sanjaya Senanayake promulgating unfounded claims about the accuracy of the tests to the public. In an interview on the 26th of April, 2020 he stated that with regard to COVID-19 testing, “there’s no real gold standard to compare this to...for COVID-19 we don’t have a gold standard test so so the current tests we are using, the PCR tests... they’re our gold standard, but trying to work around that, we think that it’s probably picking up around 70% of cases.”\textsuperscript{151} Senanayake implied that if you don’t have a gold standard you can just assume that a new PCR test can validate itself. However, this goes against all scholarship regarding test validation. It is unclear through this departure from the established tenets of validation logic how he calculated that it worked “about 70%” of the time, not to mention the mental gymnastics involved in a “gold standard” that detects itself only 70% of the time. It would be agreed with his inadvertent admission that, “there’s no real gold standard” in COVID-19 testing because the real gold standard is something that doesn’t exist — that being the physical isolation and proof of a viral particle.

The WHO were not concerned by the lack of a gold standard or evidence of a virus and cemented the PCR fraud by stating that a COVID-19 case was, “a person with laboratory [in 2020, typically PCR] confirmation of COVID-19 infection, irrespective of clinical signs and symptoms.”\textsuperscript{152} In this one sentence, they proclaim that the clinically unvalidated PCR tests have 100% diagnostic specificity, and nonsensically twist the meaning of the word “infection” to include individuals who have no signs or symptoms. The etymology of the word ‘infection’ provides a derivation from the latin


\textsuperscript{151} Sanjaya Senanayake being interviewed by Jeremy Fernandez on The Virus, ABC News, 26 Apr 2020: \url{https://iview.abc.net.au/show/virus/series/0/video/NC2032H003500}

inficere, meaning ‘to stain’. Mosby’s Medical Dictionary 2009 states the definition of infection to be, “(1) the invasion of the body by pathogenic microorganisms that reproduce and multiply, causing disease by local cellular injury, secretion of a toxin, or antigen-antibody reaction in the host, and (2) a disease caused by the invasion of the body by pathogenic microorganisms.”

While the author makes no pronouncement as to any microbes being pathogenic, the established meaning of ‘infection’ relates to a disease state — otherwise a term such as ‘commensalism’ should be used. The WHO invented an absurd new definition of ‘pandemic’ and are now subverting the definition of infection — one that disconnects it from the concept of disease through the sole use of PCR results. Kary Mullis couldn’t have put it any simpler when he said the PCR is, “just a process that’s used to make a whole lot of something out of something.” Unfortunately, on more than one occasion in the COVID-19 era, influential figures such as Bustin and Senanayake have supported the virologists use of a molecular manufacturing tool to make all sorts of unfounded claims, including both the unratified ability to diagnose a novel infection and the detection of an alleged virus.

Of note, a biased misinterpretation of the PCR appears to begin before the amplification process has even started. For example, the Roche “High Pure Viral RNA Kit,” used to prepare samples for the PCR, states that it, “rapidly isolates viral RNA from mammalian plasma, serum, body fluids, and cell culture supernatants.” It is unclear from the supplied product information how the kit would separate alleged viral RNA from other RNA present in the sample. The process includes a “poly(A) carrier RNA” binding additive step, but polyadenylated sequences are non-specific, and the following buffering and centrifugation steps they describe would not be able to differentiate the provenance of the RNA either. Despite this, the “protocols” section proclaims that the end

---


154 The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines commensalism as “a relation between two kinds of organisms in which one obtains food or other benefits from the other without damaging or benefiting it”: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/commensalism (accessed 14 May 2022).
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product is “purified viral RNA,” so that anyone believing this unfounded claim thinks their subsequent positive RT-PCR result is evidence of a virus. The same can be said for Roche’s “High Pure Viral Nucleic Acid Kit,” used by teams such as Na Zhu’s and Peng Zhou’s in their claims to have discovered SARS-CoV-2 in patient specimens and cell culture experiments. Once again Roche make the spurious statement that the steps outlined in in the “protocols” section would result in “purified viral nucleic acids.”

Incidentally, Bustin was asked specifically about Roche’s claims when the following was put to him: “I assume the kit must be able to distinguish viral NAs [nucleic acids] from all the others. Do viral NAs have a chemically unique property?” He responded, “the extraction process is not specific for any particular nucleic acid but it can be specific for types of nucleic acid. Some kits can differentials [sic] extract DNA or RNA, but this means any DNA and RNA will be present in the extracted sample [my emphasis]...A small amount of the extracted material is then subjected to the PCR reaction. This is what provides the specificity.” In other words, Bustin did not attempt to provide an explanation for Roche’s fraudulent claims, but obfuscated the issue by substituting the specificity of the nucleic acids with the specificity of the sequences being selected for the PCR. This amounts to a linguistic sleight of hand that helped allow a “virus” to appear out of thin air.

PART THREE

“LITTLE MOUNTAIN DOG” — NAÏVE OR GASLIGHTING?

I would never have seen it if I hadn’t believed it. — Ashleigh Brilliant

We are familiar with the allegation that it would be impossible for the majority of the medical and scientific community to all be knowingly complicit with virology’s unscientific methodologies in the COVID-19 fraud. The author does not advance such a hypothesis, although it is wondered whether and for how long ignorance may be used as a defence? Indeed, that is why it was suggested earlier


162 (Personal correspondence from Stephen Bustin to my colleague, 15 Oct 2021.)

163 https://www.ashleighbrilliant.com/
in this essay (in ‘What Is Virology?’) that, “the abandonment of the scientific method may be unnoticed or accidental by lower level participants.” Freshly-minted virologists are trained to follow the methodologies of their seniors and are unlikely to get far with their chosen career, and of course funding, if they dispute the basis of their laboratory’s work.

On 29 January 2020, an apparent Chinese virology scientist known as “Winjor Little Mountain Dog” posted a text titled, “Documenting the first experience of discovering a novel coronavirus.” It described the impassioned story of an insider determined to get the truth out regarding what happened in Wuhan over the preceding month and who really ‘discovered’ WH-Human 1 aka ‘WH-01/2019’, later to be renamed ‘SARS-CoV-2’. To those of us aware of the deception that has taken place in the COVID-19 charade, the text is certainly suspicious as being part of a gaslighting operation. Otherwise, the relative ease in deducing which laboratory the story originated from makes the author appear extremely naïve for an inhabitant of the communist Chinese state. However, the document will be presented as it is described; that is with the narrator believing they were discovering viruses in the following selected passages.

_I just went to work on December 26, 2019. As usual, I will first browse the results of the automatic interpretation of mNGS pathogenic microorganisms for this day._

Here the author described their laboratory performing metagenomic NGS on crude patient specimens as outlined in preceding sections of this essay. It set the theme for the author’s text, which described ‘viruses’ in terms of genetic sequences that can be detected in the environment and assembled by computer software.

_Unexpectedly, it was found that one sample reported a sensitive pathogen - SARS coronavirus, with dozens of sequences, and this sample has only such a meaningful pathogen._

This is an incredible leap from various sequences that have been detected in a crude specimen to the report of a “pathogen,” apparently on the basis that this can be established by a computer program. Not only that but the computer has found a “SARS coronavirus” so it is somehow known to be associated with the clinical condition ‘severe acute respiratory syndrome’.

...this pathogen is most similar to Bat SARS like coronavirus, with an overall similarity of about 87%, and a similarity to SARS [SARS-CoV-1] of about 81%. The number of sequences in the alignment has increased from dozens to more than 500. In addition, 5 contigs have been assembled, which add up to more than 1200 bp. At this time, it can basically be confirmed that it is a coronavirus...In such an urgent situation, there is no time to research the literature, and there is not much data in hand...We further analyzed thousands of coronavirus genomes in a carpet-like manner, and evaluated them in terms of similarity, coverage, and even genome distribution, and finally found the two most similar genomes, bat-SL-CoVZC45 and bat-SL-CoVZXC21.

And just like that, it is “confirmed” that the virus existed on the basis of comparing some new in silico assemblies with other in silico assemblies previously submitted to genetic databases. The author goes on to describe their next activity of phylogenetic tree analysis and building an evolutionary path for the latest addition to virology’s fictional family tree. There is a complete absence of any appreciation of the fact that a virus must possess an actual physical existence as a discrete particle with specific biological characteristics, including the ability to infect hosts and cause disease. The author simply asserted that, “the analysis has basically confirmed that there is indeed a virus in the sample of this patient.” Later in the text they sound some caution with regard to clinical pathogenicity but remain convinced of its existence by making the passing comment that, “whether the pneumonia was caused by this virus, we did not analyze it, nor could we analyze it. The detection of the virus does not mean that the pneumonia was caused by the virus.”

...by December 30, I heard that there are quite a few patients with similar symptoms...
What really made me nervous again was that a friend and businessman shared the sequence for us to analyze. I analyzed it, and it was indeed the same virus! The first thought in the subconscious is "this virus is contagious"!

It is unclear whether the author knew that “similar symptoms” afflicting the patients described in Wuhan were all non-specific respiratory symptoms. To this day COVID-19 is not a legitimately-defined clinical condition, as the “confirmed” cases simply refer to the result of a molecular detection process. Additionally, we have already dealt with the circular reasoning and self-referential process of inventing a ‘virus genome’ through virology’s methodology and then claiming that detection of almost identical assemblies in other places is confirmation that “the same virus”

---

The nervousness is that this unknown virus may be as terrifying as SARS; the excitement is that we detected and confirmed this pathogen early through mNGS technology, and quarantined the patient, and it may be possible to prevent and control the virus before it spreads widely, strangled in the cradle!...I also hope that after we have experienced this new coronavirus incident, the country's ability to handle major public health events has made great progress...As far as I know, we should have been the first to discover this virus, because it was after we reported the results that the disease control system began to intervene.

It is up to the reader to decide whether the author truly believed that they were the first to discover SARS-CoV-2 and that public health experts have these abilities, or if this text was engineered and “leaked” as another part of the COVID-19 propaganda. There was never any virus to spread. The only thing that was spreading around the world, aside from fear, was the fictional WH-Human 1 ‘genome’ and the PCR tests that were calibrated to its sequences. The ‘pandemic’ could have been stopped in its tracks by the rejection of these tests; instead ignorant public health “experts” bought into virology’s anti-science and have been parties to the COVID-19 fraud since.

Little Mountain Dog purportedly wanted it to be known that their laboratory was, “the first to discover the virus,” following the collection of their Wuhan sample on 24 December 2019, and the subsequent submission to the GISAID database on 11 January 2020 as accession ID ‘EPI_ISL_402123’. Along with the in silico sequence from Fan Wu et al., EPI_ISL_402123 was used in the design of the PCR protocols by Christian Drosten’s team (shown in Figure 8 below). However, as David Rasnick pointed out, “they never touched a virus at all.” This provides an element of irony to the “lab leak” hypothesis; a narrative that appeared in the mainstream media as early February 2020.167 The “virus” was certainly invented in a lab but it was a computer lab and the only entity that was intentionally leaked out was a computer simulation. The results of the simulation were sent around the world as digital code over the internet and the resulting PCR primers that were deployed in kits en masse created the “cases” for the COVID-19 fraud.

The Little Mountain Dog story continued when an editorial entitled, “As the pandemic exploded, a

---


167 “Chronology for Covid & SARS-CoV-2 PCR and Metagenomics”: https://chironreturn.org/
researcher saw the danger. China’s leaders kept silent” appeared in The Washington Post on 22 April 2022. They reported that Little Mountain Dog was based in a commercial laboratory ‘Vision Medicals’ in Guangzhou in southern China and, “her story points to a coverup with tragic consequences of historic proportion. A severe danger was concealed until it was too late.” The editorial promoted all of the virological claims at face value and ironically stated that, “the episode serves to underscore once again why a serious investigation is needed to get to the bottom of how the pandemic began.” A serious investigation of this topic demonstrates that at the bottom of this “pandemic” there is nothing more than nonsense, invented by the virologists and promulgated by outlets such as The Washington Post.

THE “LAB LEAK” DISTRACTION

You here assume smallpox to be a thing, an entity. This blunder is committed by nearly all the followers of the self-styled “regular school,” and it will probably be a new idea to you to be told that neither smallpox nor any other disease is an entity, but is a condition.

— Dr Montague R. Leverson, 1909.

---


On 19 May 2022, Jeffrey Sachs, the chair of the Lancet COVID-19 Commission, co-authored a paper with Neil Harrison entitled, “A call for an independent inquiry into the origin of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.” The publication opened with the following framing of the COVID-19 situation:

Since the identification of the [sic] SARS-CoV-2 in Wuhan, China, in January 2020, the origin of the virus has been a topic of intense scientific debate and public speculation. The two main hypotheses are that the virus emerged from human exposure to an infected animal (“zoonosis”) or that it emerged in a research-related incident.

However, alleging that there are “two main hypotheses” relies on the acceptance that, “the identification of SARS-CoV-2,” means the particle has both a physical existence, and the specific biological properties required to fulfil the definition of a virus. That is, a transmissible replication-competent intracellular parasite that causes the alleged novel disease ‘COVID-19’. As was outlined in The COVID-19 Fraud & War on Humanity, there is no evidence that either the particle or the proposed novel disease exists. Further, in this present essay there has been a more detailed breakdown of the Fan Wu et al. paper and their false claim regarding “identification” of a virus in Wuhan in early 2020. On the other hand, lab leak proponents such as Sachs and Harrison start their analysis by wholeheartedly accepting virology's unestablished premises.

In their paper they went on to cite aspects such as, “the collection of SARS-like bat CoVs from the field...[and]...the analysis and manipulation of these viruses,” complaining that, “the precise nature of the experiments that were conducted, including the full array of viruses collected from the field and the subsequent sequencing and manipulation of those viruses, remains unknown.” They obviously do not realise that ‘SARS-like bat CoVs’ are nothing more than ground up bat intestines, claimed to be “pathogenic” by injecting the muck directly into the brains of neonatal rats. Manipulation of such samples may be a way to secure some funding and impress the uninitiated but it does not change biological reality. Such experiments do not establish that their samples contain viruses or have any pathogenic properties in the natural world. If they can’t even demonstrate the existence of viruses in their promoted public attempts, there is not much to worry about — it doesn’t matter what goes on behind closed doors because they have no viruses to start with.


With regard to the ‘SARS-CoV-2 genome’ that the virologists have proffered, Sachs and Harrison stated they, “do not know whether the insertion of the FCS [furin cleavage site] was the result of natural evolution - perhaps via a recombination event in an intermediate mammal or a human - or was the result of a deliberate introduction of the FCS into a SARS-like virus as part of a laboratory experiment.” They would be better advised to look into how it was established that any of the sequences or proteins they are analysing belong to a pathogenic virus. The debate over the past few years concerning the intricacies of the FCS is simply a microcosm within the wider flawed paradigm of “viral” genomics and proteomics.

Similarly, their mention of alleged virus research taking place at the University of North Carolina (UNC) or “leaked” grant proposals such as “DEFUSE” made to the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency are not evidence of viruses. To be clear, it is not being disputed that institutions such as UNC have been experimenting with entities such as spike proteins for decades. Some of these sequences have been patented and used in the development of injectable biological agents, recently forced onto many people under the guise of COVID-19 vaccines. However, none of this requires the existence of particles that qualify as viruses.

Unfortunately, virology’s book of claims has become so convoluted that most readers do not realise that it is largely composed of nonsense. A few days after Sachs and Harrison published their article, The Intercept thought they were also on an investigative trail involving, “the intriguing theory of viral engineering.” They reported on a 2016 UNC Chapel Hill study associated with Ralph Baric stating, “the scientists created a new virus using the spike of a bat coronavirus that had been isolated and characterized by the Wuhan Institute of Virology [WIV].” It can be safely assumed that the author does not appreciate how deceptively the virologists use the word ‘isolated’. Additionally, Figure 1 on page 13 exposes the absurd claim that the WIV had “purified virions” that were then allegedly utilised by Baric et al. subsequently as they, “created a new virus.”

---

172 Furin is a protein-splitting enzyme that is present in humans and other animals. Virologists claim that when SARS-CoV-2 is being produced in a cell, furin cuts the spike protein at the ‘furin cleavage site’ before it exits the cell.


There was no evidence that either lab had anything more than abnormal monkey kidney cell culture soup.

The lab leak hypothesis is simply another narrative in the COVID-19 era that keeps alive in the public’s imagination the illusion of the material existence of SARS-CoV-2, as well as pathogenic viruses and microbe-related contagion in general. In recent months the fear-based narrative has continued with declarations of monkeypox outbreaks, alleged detection of polio “viruses” in London, and the COVID-19 lab leak theory even received backing from the Director-General of the World Health Organization in support of the phantom disease and pandemic he named. It seems likely there will be more “lab leak” stories in the future if they continue to capture attention so effectively.

Like the “Little Mountain Dog” story, the lab leak story doesn’t rely on any scientific demonstration of a virus, it relies simply on the belief that there is a virus, aided by some apparent supporting evidence. Along the same lines, in November 2020, the Lowy Institute, which describes itself as an Australian “international policy think tank,” published an article with the following introduction:

In April 2020 Dr Ai Fen, head of the emergency department at Wuhan Central Hospital, gave an interview to Chinese magazine Renwu. She described in great detail how, late in December 2019, she had begun receiving numerous patients into the emergency room with flu-like symptoms that were resistant to the usual treatments. She recounted how she “broke out in a cold sweat” when the first virus report of one of those patients came back. She hastily circled the words “SARS coronavirus”, screen-shot the report, and sent it to colleagues. Very quickly, her report circulated around Wuhan medical circles. But instead of mobilising the hospital and authorities, Dr Ai’s actions saw her reprimanded by the hospital disciplinary committee for “spreading rumours” and “harming stability”. Rather than warning staff and the public, hospital authorities told staff not to wear personal protective equipment and relayed instructions from the local health protection committee that, to avoid causing panic, doctors were prohibited from sharing messages and reports related to the virus.178

To the credulous it may sound like an attempt by the authorities to cover up the start of the “viral pandemic” but those familiar with virology’s nonsense can see straight through the fallacies —


none of this framing requires an actual virus. Circling ‘SARS coronavirus’ on a “virus report” is based on nothing more than what Fan Wu’s and other teams have done in their dry-lab simulations.

Another doctor, Li Wenliang, hailed by the BBC as a “whistleblower,” was also reported as being censored by the Chinese authorities after he shared Dr Ai’s report. It was claimed that the 33-year-old Dr Li subsequently died of COVID-19 after he, “contracted the virus while working at Wuhan Central Hospital.” The corporate media and Wikipedia’s lavish promotion of the “cover up” would be comedic if it wasn’t part of a war against humanity. All of these stories lead back to the same fear narrative involving a contagious and “deadly virus.” It allows this fraud to be propagated and paves the way for other similar frauds to be carried out in the future. It astounds the author that so many of the ‘health freedom’ community do not trust any of the corporate media’s claims about COVID-19, except the declaration that a deadly virus is on the loose, the biggest lie of all.

The claim that “coronavirus” patent filings provide evidence that viruses exist can be dealt with briskly. In 2021, Dr David Martin of M-CAM® International, published, “The Fauci/COVID-19 Dossier,” as part of the company’s activities,


Despite the numerous patents involving, “methods for producing recombinant coronavirus,” and federal grants to the likes of “gain of function specialist” Dr Ralph Baric and his team at UNC Chapel Hill, there is nothing in any of these documents that contain scientific evidence that viruses exist. Patent office staff and those approving research grants are not the arbiters of biological plausibility and simply carry forward the claims of the virologists. The dossier was no smoking gun for “gain of function” activities involving pathogenic viruses. Perhaps those thinking it was did not

---


180 “Li Wenliang”, Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li_Wenliang

heed Martin’s opening disclaimer that, “throughout this document, uses of terms commonly accepted in medical and scientific literature do not imply acceptance or rejection of the dogma that they represent.”

VIROLOGY AND THE CLOSED SOCIETY

I’m not a scientist but it is the right and duty of every citizen to look and see what the scientists have said, and to analyse it for themselves, and to draw commonsense conclusions. We are all perfectly capable of doing that, and there’s no particular reason why the scientific nature of the problem should mean that we have to resign our liberty into the hands of scientists.

— Lord Sumption, 2020.182

It was the United Kingdom’s Health Security Agency (UKHSA) that provided one of the strangest responses ever seen with regard to concealing the true nature of supposed controls in their alleged “SARS-CoV-2 Isolation and Sequencing Experiments.” On 27 October 2021, in relation to a Freedom of information request regarding virus isolation, they suggested that the image depicted in Figure 9 below provided “evidence” of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.183 My colleague, who made the request, was not in the least bit fooled by a computer-generated image that came with no information as to the source of the image or how it was produced. The UKHSA continued to fumble with the science, stating that viruses, “require a host cell substrate to replicate. Isolation of any virus without any medium therefore is not possible…These media and any products added are all sterile and do not contain additional genetic material.”184 We can only speculate as to what the UKHSA think the host cells contain if not genetic material! Like the CDC, the response team also seemed to imply that the paper by Na Zhu et al., “A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China, 2019,” provided reassurance that the imagined SARS-CoV-2 virus particle had a physical existence.

My colleague pointed out to the UKHSA that they had no proof of a virus and as such were implicating themselves by, “unnecessarily hurting everyone by instilling fear in them, summarily removing their rights, and coercing them into an unnecessary and harmful treatment which is morally reprehensible.”185 Undeterred, they wrote to the UKHSA again a few months later.


183 (By email from Information Rights Team, UKHSA, “Case ref: 1409 - FOI Purification of SARS-CoV-2 and Variants (CF)”, 27 Oct 2022.)

184 Ibid.

requesting disclosure of the complete methodology of the cell culture experiments and any comparative controls in the Public Health England paper, “Duration of infectiousness and correlation with RT-PCR cycle threshold values in cases of COVID-19, England, January to May 2020.”  

The response letter from the UKHSA dated 25 Mar 2022, contained text that represented either a conspiracy between the WHO and sovereign nation-states not to release details of the “viral culture” deception that lies at the heart of the COVID-19 fraud or a profound ignorance on the part of the UKHSA in describing SARS-CoV-2 as a “high hazard virus.”

In accordance with Section 1(1)(a) of the Act, UKHSA can confirm that it holds the requested information pertaining to the above questions. However, the information requested is exempt from disclosure in accordance with the Section 24(1) - National Security exemption. Section 24(1) provides that information is exempt if exemption from Section 1(1)(b) is required for the purposes of safeguarding national security. Whereby, required is taken to mean that the use of the exemption is reasonably necessary...

---


187 The UKHSA themselves had declared that “as of 19 March 2020, COVID-19 is no longer considered to be a high consequence infectious disease (HCID) in the UK.”: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid
Factors supporting maintaining the exemption include:

• Disclosure of information would constitute very detailed technical information, transferring know how, which would directly contravene an explicit request from the World Health Organization (WHO) to Public Health England (PHE now UKHSA) in 2020 not to release or make widely available the details of culture amplification of SARS-CoV-2;

• Disclosure of this would be the detailing of exact methodology utilised in virus amplification for a designated high hazard virus, requiring containment Level 3 and could pose a threat to national and global biosecurity if provided to an unascertained or unvetted member of the public or agents with ill intent;

• Disclosure of this information would provide a significant “know how” capability that could in some circumstances be considered a biosecurity threat.188

A review of this decision was requested by my colleague but the decision was upheld by the UKHSA on 3 May 2022, on the grounds that providing the details of the cell culture experiment, “was outweighed by the national security threat that the disclosure poses.”189 It is unclear why keeping the details of their experimental methodology under wraps is necessary for the UK’s efforts in “safeguarding national security.” It has been exposed that the virologists are not performing valid control experiments and their claims of “isolating viruses” have not been established in the scientific literature. Are the authorities worried that if they officially admit as much, there will be a revolt when the wider public realise the crimes that have been carried out on the basis of claims stemming from fraudulent virological experiments? Their official obstruction of the release of this information to the public, citing “biosecurity”, is paradoxical given that the alleged “high hazard virus” cannot be shown to exist.

The asinine responses from the UKHSA were perhaps only topped by Maggie Throup, the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Vaccines and Public Health. In an email to fellow MP Rachael Maskell on 27 June 2022, Throup stated that,

“the UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA) does not use Koch’s postulates in COVID-19, as they are too limiting, suggesting association more than causation. Koch also dropped his postulates when he discovered asymptomatic carriage. The Bradford-Hill criteria are


more commonly used when associating a virus and disease. However, it should be noted that, SARS-CoV-2 fulfils Koch’s postulates as demonstrated in the following paper where [an] animal model has been used.”

As was outlined earlier in this section of the essay, it is absurd to claim the postulates could be fulfilled when the existence of the postulated microbe was never established. Additionally, the 2020 paper Throup refers to is, “The pathogenicity of SARS-CoV-2 in hACE2 transgenic mice.” This paper never established that there was a virus in their samples, had no valid controls, did not follow Koch’s postulates, and exhibited other aspects of fraud. However, Throup then continued to promote virological nonsense claiming that another study, “demonstrates the course of COVID-19 disease, from the moment a person first encountered SARS-CoV-2, throughout the infection to the point at which the virus is apparently eliminated.” Once again, the paper simply asserted there was a virus in their samples and had no valid controls, not to mention the other unscientific aspects of the study that have been dealt with elsewhere, including ViroLIEgy’s comprehensive refutation of the paper while it was a preprint. In other words, politicians such as Throup are parroting virology’s nonsense and thereby subjecting their constituents to an obscene range of unnecessary and sometimes deadly consequences.

METAGENOMIC SEQUENCING — VIROLOGY’S FINAL GASP?

Is the reductionist ambition for molecular biology in danger of being thwarted by the volume of the data it produces, or even by the absorbing interest of its collection? — Sir John Maddox

The cost of sequencing has fallen dramatically since 2001, when it was over US$5000 per raw megabase (Mb), through to 2007 when it was around $500 per Mb, after which it dropped precipitously to $0.005 per Mb by mid-2021. Additionally, the emergence of Next Generation
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190 By email from Maggie Throup MP to Rachael Maskell MP, Ref: ZA50772, 27 June 2022: https://www.parlaiment.co.uk/question/315/coronavirus


Sequencing (NGS) around 2005 resulted in a massive reduction in the time required to sequence genomes. As stated in a 2017 *Biology and Medicine* paper,

*the human genome, for example, consists of 3 billion bps [base pairs]...the sequencing of the human genome using the Sanger sequencing took almost 15 years, required the cooperation of many laboratories around the world and costed approximately 100 million US dollars, whereas the sequencing by NGS sequencers using the 454 Genome Sequencer FLX took two months and for approximately one hundredth of the cost.*

The same paper went on to state, "unfortunately, NGS are incapable [sic] to read the complete DNA sequence of the genome, they are limited to sequence small DNA fragments and generate millions of reads. This limit remains a negative point especially for genome assembly projects because it requires high computing resources."

It is pointed out that with regard to virology, a far bigger concern than "computing resources" is that a process that can be employed for sequencing genetic material of known provenance (e.g. human, bacterial, and fungal cells) has morphed into algorithmic assembly of genetic fragments of unknown provenance. This is the virus hunters' basis of identifying what they claim are viruses. Computing resources are no longer a problem for the virologists as they mine information from their completely anti-scientific "wet-lab pipeline" methodologies involving crude samples and feed these generated unfiltered reads into their theoretical "dry-lab pipeline" and its *in silico* models.

It would seem that the combination of massively reduced sequencing costs and shortened time frames have accelerated the descent of virology into further anti-science, for which humanity is paying a very dear price for non-existent viruses that are invented at will and used as excuses for spurious interventions and enslavement. An October 2019 publication in *Critical Reviews in Microbiology* claimed that, "mNGS [metagenomic NGS] performs well in identifying rare, novel, difficult-to-detect and co-infected pathogens directly from clinical samples." However, "performs well" with regards to identifying novel “viral pathogens” is meaningless as they too have fallen into virology’s circular reasoning vortex. Most of the "novel pathogens" they listed in their paper were
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viruses derived from the purportedly advantageous “culture-independent” modern technique of mNGS. Once again however, if nobody can culture or physically isolate alleged viruses, how can various genetic sequences in environmental samples be claimed to come from them? As has been outlined, the declaration by Fan Wu et al. of a “new coronavirus” in Wuhan was based entirely on such proffered genetic sequences. Virology’s attempt to pass off this methodology as proof of virus particles has introduced an unfalsifiable hypothesis that is inconsistent with the scientific method.

The specialisation (and increasing automation) of the genomics process is leading to a situation where few people can appreciate the overall picture from the clinical assessment of a patient through to the generated nucleotide sequences on a computer screen. The virologists invalidate the ‘virus genome’ process from step one by never establishing that they have a particle that meets the definition of a virus. They certainly never demonstrate that the sequences they claim are ‘viral’ come from inside such an imagined particle. Instead they claim that such declarations can be made by consensus decisions, whether the sequences are labelled ‘non-human’ or ‘novel’ and by how much they happen to match ‘known viral’ sequences that were previously deposited on the genetic databanks. However, nature does not obey stories created by mankind.

The metagenomics process allows for the de novo invention of such viral sequences and has
allowed virology’s merry-go-round to keep spinning into the 21st century. However, due to the inability of virology to fulfil its own postulates for the past century, its future is almost certainly going to be built entirely around this misuse, or at least misapplication, of metagenomics. One might hope that the recent failure of multiple organisations to prove they are performing valid control experiments indicates that viral pandemics are on their last legs scientifically. They can only be propagated for as long as this final fraud is hidden from the public. It could be expected in virology’s final gasp, metagenomics will continue to be deceptively sold as a ‘technological advancement’ conveniently claimed to have rendered the proper scientific proofs obsolete.

As has been outlined, the follies of such ‘technological advancement’ can usually be exposed with one simple question to check if is adhering to the scientific method. For example, in 2020, a Canadian team claimed that they were comparing various techniques for, “whole genome sequencing of SARS-CoV-2,” from nasal swabs taken from two individuals alleged to have COVID-19. One of the authors was Dr Andrew McArthur, an associate professor of biochemistry and biomedical sciences at McMaster University, Canada. He was asked if they, “[tried] to extract RNA from healthy controls (healthy persons or PCR-negative samples) or from uninfected supernatant but virus-free,” to see if they could also assemble a “SARS-CoV-2 genome” through their methodology? McArthur responded that, “we did not have swabs from healthy controls but the study included negative controls for application/libraries, i.e. no sample RNA included.” Indeed, there was only one mention of a ‘control’ in the paper where it stated, “a negative control library with no input SARS-CoV-2 RNA extract was included using ARTIC amplification.” Once again, the lack of a valid control, being a human-derived sample sans the alleged “virus,” places this paper in the extensive archives of virology’s metagenomic nonsense. Ironically, their paper also claimed that, “COVID-19 is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), a novel coronavirus, which emerged in December 2019,” with the citation being the Peng Zhou et al. paper, the fraud of which was exposed earlier in this essay.

WHY QUESTION VIRUS EXISTENCE DURING A WAR?

The author has observed and been in contact with a number of individuals in the ‘health freedom’ movement who contest that it is pointless to entertain discussions concerning whether SARS-
CoV-2 or any other pathogenic viruses have been shown to exist. Some of the arguments that have been advanced include that it distracts from the crimes being committed against humanity, that it is a strategic mistake as it causes more division, and that if the viral hypothesis (or wider germ “theory”) is being disputed then an alternative theory must be presented. There is no need to provide a laundry list of individuals advancing such claims but one example was British academic Dr Roger Watson who stated in March 2022, “it is hard to understand how Sam Bailey arrives at her views and it is not necessary to be a virus denier to be highly critical of the way the pandemic was managed.” Watson’s criticism exemplifies what is hoped to have been shown as an ill-informed opinion that relies on parroting virology’s claims. Our views should not be hard to understand for those who have extensively investigated the history, anti-scientific methodologies and pronouncements of the virologists, including the declaration of a “novel coronavirus” in 2020, and made efforts to communicate this fraud to the public in plain language.

In some cases these critics state that everything about the pandemic is a fraud, except the claim by the virologists (and the WHO) that SARS-CoV-2 has a physical existence as a pathogenic particle. They cannot see that the very basis of the fraud is also a fraud. The difficulty for some, even those in the freedom movement, could be that the repudiation of virus existence would come at the cost of calling into question much of their life’s work. However, during an investigation one should not stop for reasons of convenience or because one’s current state of knowledge goes no further. On the contrary, it is a grave mistake to allow the foundational “facts” to be dictated by the virology establishment. The heart of the COVID-19 fraud is based on virology’s claims. It is not a strategic mistake to direct our energy towards exposing virology’s fallacies, otherwise defeating COVID-19 responses while leaving the virological nonsense intact opens the door to any number of “viral pandemics” in the future. Gaining insight into the entire fraud eliminates the unfounded fear of contagion and equips one with a more robust path to enduring freedom.

**POSTSCRIPT**

No matter how long an essay covering this topic may be, there will always be more questions in the form of, “but what about...?” The desire to fit observed phenomena to the virus model is strongly programmed on many levels. It was not the intention of this essay to explain peripheral
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observations or the cause of various illnesses in organisms such as humans. As has been detailed, it only needs to be demonstrated that the viral hypothesis has refuted itself on its own terms. The virologists have provided no direct evidence of pathogenic viruses and instead have resorted to indirect observations that are invalid due to the uncontrolled nature of the experiments. Additionally, adhering to the scientific method places us under no obligation to provide an alternative explanation for these phenomena — when a hypothesis has been falsified, even once, it is done for. Tragically, the explanations to many of the “but what about...?” questions have already been answered elsewhere but the seduction of the “virus” and the juggernaut of surrounding interests have formed an artificial knowledge barrier for many people. In this light, I have endeavoured to serve the highest purpose I know and hope that my contributions will help humanity throw off the imaginary viral shackles once and for all.

Progress consists, not in the increase of truth, but in freeing it from its wrappings. The truth is obtained like gold, not by letting it grow bigger, but by washing off from it everything that isn’t gold. — Leo Tolstoy
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